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EVERY BOY who is interested

in boxing is usually interested

in some other manly pastime and his

attention is therefore called to the

list of books in Spalding's Athletic

Library (see preceding pages),

which have been compiled by lead-

ing authorities and which are re-

cognized as the best books on their

respective subjects. No matter how
proficient one may become he can

always learn something to his

advantage from one of the books

in Spalding's Athletic Library.
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Spalding's Boxing Guide,

HOW TO BOX

THE CORRECT POSITION.

(See Fig. I.)

The first thing to be considered in learning to box according

to latest methods is a proper and easy position on your feet.

This point, in fact, should be given fully as much attention as

active attack and defence, and no person can hope to become

proficient in the "manly art" that does not devote considerable

time to perfecting himself along this line. Many of our leading

exponents of the science of boxing have attained their promi-

nence not so much through weight and brawn as through ^heir

superb generalship and footwork, enabling them, oftentimes, to

offset an advantage of from twenty to thirty pounds in weight

held by their opponents. The graceful carriage of boxing

devotees is largely, if not wholly, due to the manipulation of

their feet and legs while sparring, and besides this attribute they

have gained strong, well-developed, though not necessarily large

muscles in their lower limbs. The circulation of the blood also

has become wonderfully improved giving a buoyancy to the

step which cannot have otherwise than a beneficial and stimu-

lating effect on the entire system.

To take the correct attitude, place your left foot in advance of

your right anywhere from ten to twenty inches, according to

height and length of leg. It is necessary at all times to main-

tain a perfect balance, dividing the weight equally on both feet.
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With the feet too close together you cannot get full force into a

blow and you are easily carried off your feet by a sudden

attack; with the feet too far apart the inside leg muscles are

strained and you will find yourself unable to move quickly in

any direction to take advantage of an opening or to evade a

rush. The left foot should be placed flat on the floor, pointing

straight out in front to your opponent's left. The right should

be placed directly behind the heel of the left pointing outward at

an angle varying from sixty to seventy degrees. The right heel

should be raised from the floor at least an inch, giving an oppor-

tunity to move quickly in any direction on the ball of the foot.

THE HANDS.

The left hand is the boxer's main dependence. It should be

held toward the adversary's chin in an easy position, with the

palm turned sHghtly upward so that the knuckles will take fuU

effect. The elbow should be extended at varying distances from

the body according to the opponent's height. The left arm

should be worked freely, avoiding a pronounced contraction of

the muscles. The right hand is best placed across the body, the

elbow covering short ribs, the forearm turned slightly forward,

covering the pit of the stomach, and the fist being placed over

the heart. The right shoulder is usually depressed several

inches. In delivering straight blows do not permit the wrist to

bend, and clinch the fist tightest at the exact moment of landing.

CLINCHING THE FIST.

(See Figs. 2 and 3 )

I consider it of the utmost Importance that every boxer should

learn the right method of doubling the fist. Even championship
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holders are deficient in the knowledge and practice of this

feature of self-defence, and in my correspondence school I

never fail to impress on the minds of my pupils the great value

of observing definite instructions which will serve to prevent

many painful injuries to the hands and fingers. Dislocated

joints and broken bones are frequently reported in contests in

which the best boxers of the land appear, and these accidents

can invariably be avoided by a little caution and remembering

that an ounce of prevention is worth more than a whole medi-

cine chest of cures.

In closing the fist bring the tips of the fingers well over the

palm with the thumb turned inside and over the first joint of

the index finger which will prevent the point of the thumb from

coming in contact with the opponent's guard.

Relative to the poise of the body in action I would suggest

that the pupil stand about quarter exposed. Do not present a

full front to your opponent, but rather turn slightly from the

waist, inclining the shoulders a bit forward. Let the body work

freely, not loosely, with the arms and hands showing agility in

every move. A contraction of the body muscles is very tiring

and not conducive to speed.

THE ART OF GAUGING DISTANCE.

Taking distance is the science of ascertaining as to whether

or not you are in reach of your opponent while in action. Every

boxer has an individual attitude calculated to deceive his com-

batant regarding his actual distance from him. Some there are

that incline forward from the waist, giving the idea that they

are In closer range than is really the case. This becomes plainly

evident in leading at them. The followers of this style fre-
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quently drop into a natural position by throwing back the chest

ind shoulders, sometimes varying the maneuver by stepping

back with the right foot a few inches, allowing the greater part

of their weight to rest thereon. Thus they cause many a well-

directed blow to fall short and at the same time draw a man off

his balance. Others there are that bend back from the waist,

creating the impression that they are farther away than they

actually are, luring their opponent into dangerously close quar-

ters. In taking distance be careful not to get in so close that

your hands and those of your opponent conflict. Do not indulge

with him in hitting the left hands together as you face each
other, after the fashion of many novices. This is a waste of
time and energy, serving no good purpose and spoiling the
appearance of a contest. Distance gauging is invariably neces-
sary in sparring for an opening and when doing this work to

your opponent's left as much as possible, keeping out of direct

range of his right until the time arrives when you can step in

and lead.

THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF HITTING.

The primary motive in taking boxing lessons is to learn how
.to hit, to deliver successfully a blow to some part of an oppo-
nent's anatomy and at the same time avoid a return. Before
going into the details of the various blows I will give a few
words of general advice regarding this all important feature.

Always endeavor to step in and strike as quickly as possible,

making the blow clean cut and decisive. The quicker the blow,
^he more disconcerting it will be for your opponent and the
jetter you will be able to recover yourself for another attack.
Avoid, as far as possible, too many preliminary moves before
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actually striking. Feinting is all right in its place, but don't

"telephone" the nature of your blow by ''fiddling" nervously at

the point on which you wish to land. Get your whole weight

and power into your blows without pitching yourself off a well-

balanced poise and always hold yourself in readiness to follow

up an advantage with a rush when circumstdnces make it

advisable. A well-directed shower of blows backed by the

momentum of the body often brings a victory, but the attacker

should keep his wits about him or he may run into a knockout,

A light man should not resort too often to rushing tactics in

opposing a heavier boxer, whereas many a heavy man frequently

gains distinct advantage by repeatedly rushing an adversary of

lighter weight.

Do not feel that it is your duty to knock a man off his feet

with every blow. Have system in your attack, reserving your

supreme efforts for good openings. Don't put your full force

into a blow which j'^ou feel will be easily blocked or pushed aside.

Pay careful attention to the position of the hands and arms and

keep the muscles relaxed when not in actual use. Seldom

imitate the slugging style in hitting. The scientific boxer never

indulges in the frequent use of the wild swings ("haymakers")

affected by some pugilists, which leave you wide open to attack,

especially when you fail to land. The clever glove manipulator

would a thousand times rather get through an opponent's guard

by generalship than by breaking down his guard by brute force.

It is not advisable for boxers, especially beginners, to pay too

much attention to fancy blows. The simple moves should be

mastered first and then there is ample opportunity to develop

those more involved. The lessons should be graded just as

school studies, the pupil going upward step by step as improve-

ment warrants.
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THE ELEMENTS OF DEFENCE.

Guarding the body is a most valuable feature of boxing

which is seldom done entire justice by writers on the "manly

art." In my classes I always lay particular stress on this branch

of the science, informing my pupils that they should not devote

too much attention to hitting, but should take great care to

learn to protect themselves quickly and effectively from attack.

In posing for the photographs reproduced in this book I took

particular pains to bring out the guards for different blows, and

careful observers are sure to derive much benefit from them.

Guarding comprises several distinctly separate moves, the

principal ones being blocking, slipping, shoving blows aside,

"ducking," delivering "stop" blows and side stepping. Blocking

is unmistakably the first in importance and the most frequently

adopted means of meeting a lead. A quick eye is a first-class

aid as also is the faculty of divining in a measure your oppo-

nent's intentions, which some boxers have cultivated to a high

degree. A block may be executed by interposing between the

attacking fist and your body, the hand, the forearm, the elbow or

the upper arm, as conditions render expedient While guarding

yourself in this way take care to keep an eye alert for openings

which may offer a chance to land effectively with your free hand.

Blocking should be done with as little effort as possible in most

cases, but when an adversary puts considerable force into his

blow it is advisable to meet it with sufficient power to prevent

your guard from being driven back into your face or body. At

the same time you will find decided benefit in giving way to

the blow by swaying the body backward with the guarding hand

well in touch with the blow, thus robbing it of Its intended

force. The right or guarding arm should not be allowed to go
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loo far from the body, working inside the line of the left elbow,

and do not reach out with it for a coming blow, for you will

leave yourself unprotected.

Slipping consists in moving the body or head quickly to either

side to avoid a lead or counter. In this way the hand of your

opponent brushes by harmlessly. The head slip is very useful

in avoiding right and left leads for the chin and face. To slip

a right lead for the head incline the body slightly forward and

turn the head quickly to the right, causing your opponent's hand

to glide harmlessly over the left shoulder or to strike the back

of the neck or skull a glancing blow. The slipping of a left lead

is, of course, performed by turning the head smartly to the

right.

In shoving a blow aside from its intended course you push

your opponent's forearm to one side before the blow lands.

This is done with either the hand or forearm, and with which

the attacking hand is made harmless by forcing it wide and

Dften throwing the attacker off his balance. There are also

cases when your antagonist's elbow is pushed, your hand hitting

the outside of his arm, forcing him to pivot around according

to the arm shoved. The left hand is generally used for shoving,

the palm and forearm being preferably turned outward. As in

blocking, the opened flat of the palm can be *)ut to good use in

shoving.

Ducking is in many ways similar to slipping, being practi-

cally a variation of the latter. This movement is usually a for-

ward one although right and left "ducks" are of frequent

occurrence in action. The "duck," to be performed success-

fully, must be quick and the head must be kept well guarded

with either the right or left arm across the face to protect

against a possible uppercut. The "duck" i§ tised in avoiding
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swings for the head and I strongly advocate striking a blow

for the body with almost every move of this kind, for when

your opponent is leading high he often leaves an opening below.

This sort of a blow is also very disconcerting because of the

swiftness with which it is delivered. In "ducking" forward

guard the face and lead with either hand and lead to the body

with the free one, holding yourself in readiness to spring back

or to straighten up to send either the right or left across to

the head.

The "stop" is a blow delivered as an opponent prepares to

lead or immediately after he leads, his blow having not yet

reached you. This maneuver is a strong point in counter strik-

ing, which in addition to stops, includes prop blows and all

counters. A boxer's success depends largely on his ability in

countering and it should be the ambition of every beginner,

as well as of the more advanced, to excel in this branch of the

sparring science. Stops are invariably executed with the left

hand to your combatant's head or body. Watch him closely

and just as his eye, expression or attitude cause you to believe

him about to lead, shoot out the left to land hard, beating him,

as it were, "at his own game." In "stopping" a blow, guard

the face with the right forearm and draw the stomach well in.

Side stepping is always pleasing to spectators and it is an

extremely useful element in a bout. It is generally brought into

play in evading a rush or in getting out of a corner after you

have drawn a lead. The side step is best executed by stepping

back with the right foot, drawing the left toe back, placing it

directly behind the right heel and in a straight line with it, and

facing to the right, taking a long, quick step with the right.

Then follow up with the left and turn, facing your opponent in

boxing attitude. The different parts of the side step should be
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1, Chip saves himself from falling; 2, Darcy'aleftin evidence (vs. Clabby); 3, Darcy
leads the left; 4, Clabby " smothers " from Darcy's attack with left; 5. Clabby

ducks from a right by Darcy.

SCENES IN LES DARCY'S CONTESTS IN AUSTRALIA WITH JIMMY
CLABBY AND GEORGE CHIP.

Reproduced from the Sydney Referee, the leading sporting paper of the Antipodes.



BOXING IN THE NAVY,
on board a battleship. The art of boxing is practised extensively in th«

Navy and forms an important feature in the entertamment (

programme of the sailors while on a cruise.

Photo copyright, 1905. by G. W. Fawcett, Washington, D. G.



Fig. 1.

THE CORRECT BOXING POSITION.



Fig. 2.

CLINCHING THE FIST—PROPER WAY. HOLDING THUMB
BELOW LINE OF MIDDLE FINGER JOINTS.

Fig. ^

CLINCHING THE FIST—IMPROPER WAY. NOTE POSITION
OF THUMB.



Fig. 4.

SPARRING FOR AN OPENING.
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done so quickly as to become one complete movement, the im-

petus gained by the original spring carrying you into a position

identical with that you first held.

FEINTING.

AN INVALUABLE FEATURE OF BOXING AND HOW PERFORMED.

There is not a single boxer in the land that does not appreciate

the great value of a judicious feint. The practice of feigning

a blow in order to draw an opponent off his guard, leaving an

opening to attract him into a lead or to disguise the nature of an

intended lead, is of universal usage and every able boxer places

it close to the top of his list of accomplishments. Feinting

is a predominating feature in every scientific bout and every

boxer should make it a rule to feint once or twice before leading.

Probably the leaders in this branch of the "Manly Art" are

Corbett, McCoy and Tommy Ryan. They are little short of

marvels in this respect, having mastered it completely, if it is

possible for any man to do so. Spectators at matches in which

they have figured will readily affirm this statement.

The keynote of successful feinting is rapidity. Always bear

this in mind. And don't be indecisive. Make up your mind

quickly and start right in to suit the action to the thought. The

correct feint is done as follows : Step in with the left foot

about six inches, following up with the right foot. Straighten

the left arm as in leading, sending the hand as close as possible

to your adversary's head or body without touching. Retract

the arm like a piston rod, with the muscles relaxed, and then

to deliver the actual blow step in quickly from eight to twelve

inches, following up the left foot with the right to cover the
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former position of the left and lead the left hand sharply to any

unguarded spot.

Feinting is generally called into play before straight leads

to the head and body and the left hand is the factor most

frequently employed. When it is desired to send the right or

left to the face, feint low with the left as though to land it on

the ribs or in the solar plexus—the uppermost part of the

stomach, directly below the sternum, or breastbone. The oppon-

ent will naturally seek to block this blow and in so doing will

be compelled to bring down all or part of his guard, leaving his

face more or less exposed for an attack. At the same time you

must remember to guard your own face with the free hand, your

head being turned partly to either side, to the right when lead-

ing with the left, and to the left when using the right, but not

so far that you cannot watch every move of your opponent.

When contemplating a lead for the body feint for the face, thus

drawing your opponent's guard high, guarding yourself and

sending in the blow in the manner described in the preceding

sentences.

Feints are made of particularly good use in drawing a lead

from an opponent when he would rather remain on the de-

fensive and they are very worrisome to a nervous man. The

rapid changes of position keep him constantly guessing as to

what is coming next. In some cases the arm need be but parti-

ally straightened and oftentimes a simple bringing forward of

the shoulder, accompanied by a slight forward movement of

the hand will serve to disconcert your combatant, as also will a

brief backward jerk of the hand. A swift forward bend of the

head can also be worked into a feint to advantage. The suc-

cessful feinter invariably uses considerable foot work, stepping

forward, backward, to the right or to the left, keeping his arm
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in motion. Care should be observed in preserving an easy

balance so as to facilitate recovery in all instances.

Summed up as a whole, feinting is one of the prettiest, most

spectacular, and at the same time very effective attributes of box-

ing and it is a direct advance over the methods of the old-time

slugging school ; the hammer and tongs, "knock 'em down and

drag 'em out" brand.

KNOCKOUT BLOWS.

THE CHIN PUNCH.

In reading and talking about boxing one hears a great deal

about "knockout blows." The nature of these blows is accu-

rately described by their title. A "knockout" is a punch that

renders a man unable to face his opponent for ten seconds or

more and it can be delivered in various ways to various points

of his anatomy. A knockout is generally delivered to one of

four points, thej:hin, the pit of the stomach or solar plexus;

under either ear, "affecting the base of the brain and over the

heart. Most knockouts occur from the blow to the chin. "The

^pofnt of the chin" is usually described as the landing place of a

knockout of this sort but in reality it is not to the point but

rather to either side of the exact point that the blow strikes.

This is not noticed by many people but it is nevertheless true

that few knockouts reach the extreme end of the lower jaw.^

From everyday descriptions it would seem to the uninitiated

that knockouts delivered to the chin are very painful and that

they are of long lasting effect, but on the contrary the blow

deadens the senses completely, making it impossible to feel pain

or realize your condition. A knockout is as good an anesthetic

as ether or gas. The suddenness of the punch, which is not
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necessarily one of terrific force, is greatly responsible for the

knockout, causing the upper part of the jaw bone to jar the

brain. Beyond feeling a slight shock, a man struck in this

manner knows nothing until he begins to recover, when he hears

a low buzzing and all sounds seem distant. The counting of

the referee and the commotion of the audience appear to draw

nearer as his consciousness returns. In a few seconds he is

on his feet again and if well trained he is very little the worse

physically for his encounter.

THE BLOW UNDER THE EAR.

'ine blow under the ear is not a clean-cut knockout. It befo^

the brain and a man will stagger before falling. After his legs

wobble from under him he may regain his feet in five or six

seconds. An experienced man will Invariably stay down for

full nine seconds in order to recuperate as much as possible.

The novice in his enthusiasm is prone to scramble to his feet

as soon is he is able, regardless of consequences, and rushes

wildly at his opponent, hardly knowing what he is doing, only

to meet another blow which is easily landed on a man in his

weak condition.

THE FAMOUS SOLAR PLEXUS KNOCKOUT.

The knockout to the pit of the stomach, better known as the

solar plexus blow, however, is distinctly painful. You do not

lose consciousness but you find yourself absolutely helpless,

doubled up as though stricken with violent cramps and unable

to resume aption. Oftentimes a man will sink to the floor with

one knee and in a few moments the other will follow. Finally

he will fall flat on the floor realizing that the referee is counting

him out of the match and that he can do nothing to prevent it.
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THE HEART BLOW.

The heart blow gives a man a sinking sensation. The heavy

jar interferes momentarily with the heart action, generally caus-

ing him to lower his hands and he falls forward. He will feel

the effects of the blow for many hours afterward.

The knockout is a development of modern fighting methods.

In the old days the boxers wore a man down by literally pound-

ing him to pieces and after a match opponents often were dis-

abled for days. Contests frequently lasted hours and were un-

mistakably brutal, a marked contrast to the bouts of to-day.

John L. Sullivan was the first pugilist to demonstrate the possi-

bilities of these blows and since his day they have come into

universal use.

FAMOUS BLOWS AND THEIR ORIGINATORS.

FITZSIMMONS' CONTRIBUTION.

An interesting feature to boxers of the up-to-date school has

been the introduction of a number of different blows by certain

fighters and with whom they are always associated. First

mong these is the famous solar plexus punch which came into

prominence in the fight at Carson City, Nev., where

Robert Fitzslmmons won the world's heavyweight champion-

ship from James J. Corbett. This blow had been used before

but it was the Cornishman who demonstrated its possibilities

by adding a shift, giving terrific force and accuracy. The

pit of the stomach, or solar plexus, is well known as a vital part,

and when struck, especially if a man is somewhat exhausted,

when a slight tap will materially affect him, the distress which

follows will oftentimes cause him to collapse.
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THE M'COY "CORKSCREW."'

The "corkscrew" blow was evolved by "Kid" McCoy a few

years ago and, as its name would lead one to think, is very de-

ceptive. This punch is delivered to the chin with the left hand

and at the moment of impact the arm is straightened out at

full length, the hand being turned palm downward. In de-

livering this blow you must be at short range. Take the fight-

ing position with the left hand ready to lead as usual, being care-

ful to have the hand tightly clenched, with the palm turned

upward. Step in, driving the hand over or under his guard and

turning the palm downward with a sudden snap just as the

blow lands. A well developed tricep and swiftness of execu-

tion make the blow effective. As the fist lands it is from three

to five inches higher or lower than the line of its original course,

according to the height of the opponent. A dropping forward

of the shoulder adding its full power contributes to the blow's

effect,

THE KIDNEY PUNCH.

The kidney punch, made famous by George Dawson, instructor

at the Chicago Athletic Club, is a short, chopping blov/, which

may be varied by ducking a left lead to the face and swinging

your right to the left kidney, and vice versa. This blow is

very painful, frequently dangerously injurious, and should not

be used by non-professionals. All knockout punches, in fact,

should be barred from the amateur's repertoire.

THE LIVER PUNCH.

A blow that I have developed and introduced on various oc-

casions is the liver punch. I always deliver it with my left

hand. After feinting my opponent into a lead with his right,
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which leaves his body exposed, I step in and land a short, stiff

uppercut over the liver as he inclines forward. This blow is

not particularly dangerous but it readily puts a man out of

commission.

At frequent intervals boxers put on the market for public

delectation punches which they claim to have discovered and

which they state will do nothing short of revolutionizing the

science. These products usually go to add zest to the "silly

season," for few have any real claim to merit, and are generally

too complicated to be of practical use. But then it gives the

press agents opportunities to get to work and the followers oj

Fistiana a new topic for discussion.
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THE SOENCE OF BOXING
A few hints on the general tactics to be observed while spar-

ring will not go amiss, I trust, before delving into the details

and technicalities of the boxing science. The average man and

youth that first takes up the study of the great pastime seems

to have an idea that he must rush right in at his opponent, with

his head down and his eyes shut, swinging his arms wildly as if

fighting a swarm of bees. Of course it is all right to be en-

thusiastic, but never let anything take the place of cool calcula-

tion. In fact, boxing above all other sports, requires that the

actions of its followers be governed by generalship and judgment.

Generalship is even more important in the ring than in a foot-

ball or baseball game. The boxer should be like a winning

jockey who uses caution during the early part of a race and

then as the opportunity arises, takes advantage of it in a second's

time. When your long-sought-for opening has been found, take

for your keynote the words of a famous literary man who once

wrote

:

"Do not delay; do not delay;

The golden moments fly."

That is sound advice which every boxer can follow with cer-

tain reward.

It is alwax3 a good plan to "try out" your opponent before get-
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ting under full headway. In this manner you will learn his style

and ability, his speed, his reach, his strong points and his weak

ones. Notice just what particular modes of attack puzzle him

and that find him unprepared to guard; learn if possible the

blows in which he places the most dependence and also endeavor

to ascertain as to whether he is of a nervous temperament, one

that may be easily worried. When you have fathomed these

points to the best of your ability, you will be all the better pre-

pared to follow an eflPective line of action. In sizing up a man in

thit way it is advisable to work to your right, that is, in outside

of his left, thus keeping out of direct range of his right, with

which hand the most dangerous blows are usually landed. TKis

manoeuvre has been followed by many prominent fighters with

good results.

And another point I want to call to the attention of beginners,

as well as the more experienced boxers, is that no man should ex-

pect to indulge in sparring unless he is prepared to receive pun-

ishment from his opponent. Extreme roughness among amateurs

is, of course, to be avoided, but every glove manipulator, no mat-

ter how expert he is, is sure to get some hard blows once in a

while, and the more unconcernedly he takes them, the better he

will get along. Some boxers there are that lose all their pres-

ence of mind when they begin to get the worst of a bout. When

a couple of heavy punches take effect on them they charge reck-

lessly across the floor like a Kansas cyclone. That will never

do. Learn to grit your teeth and keep "everlastingly at it," as

the old time expression goes, and by all means, even if you do get

"rattled," do not let your antagonist become aware of it.

It may sound strange to some people, but it is nevertheless

true, that punishment helps to make boxing the splendid sport

that it is. A man learns to restrain himself under trying cir-
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cumstances and consequently his self possession in other walks

of life becomes stronger also. This restraint enables him to bet-

ter keep his temper in check, and besides he will obtain a physical

hardihood which will always stand him in good stead.

SPARRING FOR AN OPENING.

(See Fig. 4.)

After having your gloves well adjusted, step in briskly to meet

your opponent. Give him a friendly handshake and take your

position for action. On beginning the bout, it is always advisable

\o spar for an opening for in this way, and as I have before

;5tated, you will be able in a measure to judge his tactics. Feint-

ing and footwork will best "draw him out." In a very few mo-

ments the contest will be on in full swing and you must bring

ill your resourcefulness, instinct and muscle into play. And
right here I want to impress on the mind of very boxer the

value and even the necessity of hard thinking throughout every

bout. Make your brain a most important adjunct to your spar-

ring apparatus, remembering that keen insight and good judg-

ment have won many a victory and have saved scores of men

from ignominious defeat. The man that is quick witted can

often turn into a triumph what seems to be a forlorn hope.

Never close your eyes while sparring for an opening or in any

other part of a match. This is a fault common with many ama-

teurs and gives an alert opponent a fine chance to do damage.

At the close of the bout do not neglect to again shake hands

with your opponent to dismiss any unfriendly feeling which ma^

have arisen during the heat of a moment
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THR STRAIGHT LEFT HAND BLOW TO THE FACE.

(See Fig. 5.)

In executing the fundamental boxing blow—the straight left

hand punch to the face-great care should be taken to extend

the arm to its full length, thus getting the entire benefit of your

reach. A man's reach, if it be long, is a decided advantage and

no one should fail to derive from it the fullest possible benefit.

If a man's reach is short, he can partially overcome it by drop-

ping the shoulder forward as he strikes, adding from two to

thre? inches to the extension. The straightening of the arm,

simultaneously with a step in, also gives more snap and force to

the punch.

Dc not fail to turn the head to the right, dropping the chm,

while delivering this blow. The chin should always be

kept well down while boxing. This position protects the throat

and lessens the bad effects of many blows to the head.

The straight left to the face is one of the four blows of which

all others are variations to a greater or lesser degree. The re^-

maining three are the straight left to the body, the straight right

to the face, and the right to the body.

THE STRAIGHT RIGHT HAND LEAD TO THE FACE (M

BODY.

(See Fig. 6.)

A straight right hand lead to the face or body is very hard to

evade when delivered accurately. In regard to straightening the

arm the same precautions should be observed as in leadmg with

Ihe kit. This blow, when sent to the heart, is often «sed m
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following up a straight left to the face. Peter Jackson used it

in practically all of his big battles. By sending the blow to

the body you can attain greater accuracy than by sending it to

the head, for you thus have a larger space on which to land and

a shorter distance to send the fist.

THE LEFT HAND JAB TO THE FACE.

(See Fig. 7.)

Another hard blow to evade is the left hand jab to the face,

because it is delivered at very close range. It is not particularly

dangerous, but it is always more or less disconcerting.

A left hand jab to the face is a snappy blow. The elbow is

bent before delivery and the hand points at your opponent's chin.

It gets its force from the sudden straightening of the arm as

you step in. If you have a strong and aggressive man before

you it is well to resort to jabbing until you get him into a posi-

tion where you can land a heavy blow. Footwork should have

its play in jabbing, for oftentimes you will be forced to retreat

before the sought for opening presents itself.

Jabbing always plays a prominent part in distance gauging.

The left hand jab to the face is usually followed up with the

right to the jaw or body, especially if you have forced your

opponent's head well back. In guarding this blow, hold your-

self well back, inclining from the waist, throw your right hand

across your face, receiving the attacking fist in the palm, which

has been opened, and turned outward. In this way you will

force his blow wide, many times leaving you an opening for the

body or face.

The left hand jab to the body is not very frequently used.
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simply because there is not enough force in it to materially re-

tard your opponent's advance, unless you can reach the pit of his

stomach. In that necessarily delicate spot, even a light blow will

make itself felt

THE LEFT HAND LEAD TO THE FACE AND COUNTER
TO THE BODY.

(See Fig. 8.)

In countering a left hand lead to the face, raise your right

forearm across the face so as to block your opponent's hand by

receiving the blow on the wrist or forearm. At the same time

step in, shooting the left straight to the body, which blow is also

blocked by your opponent's right if he is watchful. Then spring

back quickly into a defensive position.

SLIPPING A LEFT LEAD FOR THE HEAD (A DOUBLE
SLIP).

(See Fig. 9)

The slip is often brought into play when you can feint your

opponent into leading for your head so that you can counter

with your left. By slipping his lead and the intended blow go-

ing over your shoulder, he will lunge toward you into your

counter, which you send straight to the head. He in turn will

slip your counter, if he is on the lookout, and you may fall into

a trap similar to the one you yourself set Consequently, do not

relax your vigilance. Unless you spring back quickly you are

likely to be hit in the body with his right

The double slip is spectacular, and aside from its utility, it
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contributes greatly to the attractiveness of a bout. A man must

be a good judge of distance, speed and time in order to slip prop-

erly and effectively.

BLOCKING A LEFT-HAND LEAD TO THE BODY AND
COUNTERING WITH A LEFT HOOK TO THE FACE.

(See Fig. 10.)

A straight left hand to the body is best met by the opened

palm of the right hand. As the blow comes toward you, place

your guard in position, turning your body slightly to the left

and forward; step in, countering instantly to your opponent's

face with a left-hand hook. By turning your body in the fore-

going manner you present a smaller target for the attacking

blow and increase the length of your reach, which gives the

counter dangerous force. If your antagonist is wary he will

block your counter by bringing up his right, stopping your fist

in his opened palm or shoving it outside. By drawing his

chin down behind his right hand he will guard himself per-

fectly from the hook.

At the conclusion of this blow and counter the man receiving

the original lead will be in the better position to make the next

lead, his left hand naturally being near his opponent's face and

his right drawn back close to his stomach, from whence he can

send it over to the face or the body as his combatant draws

back. If the opponent springs quickly back, however, he will

avoid both the right and the left. This exchange of punches

is of frequent occurrence in boxing, and every glove manipulator

should take care that he understands clearly the details of the

lead, the guard, the counter an-d the recovery involved.
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CROUCHING AND SENDING THE LEFT STRAIGHT TO
THE BODY.

(See Fig. ii.)

By working in a crouch when leading with the left a terrific

blow can be sent to the body. And the beauty of this blow

consists in its being absolutely safe for the attacker when prop-

erly delivered.

To land this blow you must feint your opponent into a lead

with his left, and as he does so, step in and crouch, turning

your head and body to the right, driving your left straight from

the shoulder, using the full force of the shoulder and back

muscles and the momentum of the body. Be sure to keep the

head well down to the right behind the left shoulder, exposing

to your opponent nothing more than the back of your head.

Place the right hand over the pit of the stomach ready for

action. If your left lead takes the desired effect follow it up

immediately with your right hand, which you can send either

to the body or to the head with sure knockout impetus. To

land the right on the body, turn, facing your opponent squarely

by pivoting on the ball of your right foot. Do not straighten

more than half out of the crouch or else you will sacrifice a

great deal of your power. In sending the right to the face

straighten up with arm as it goes over, making one continuous

move of the whole blow. By striking on either side of the

chin a knockout is certain to result. In delivering either one

of these right-hand blows, draws the left back, throwing the

forearm across your face with the palm outward, making an

effectual guard.

The left-arm guard and crouch was used most successfully

in the memorable fight at Coney Island, N. Y., where James
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J. Jeffries met and defeated Robert Fitzsimmons in their first

battle. Jeffries worked this crouch throughout the greater part

of the fight, holding off the Cornishman with the left hand.

The following up of a crouching left lead to the body with

the right is the most formidable punch in which the right hand

figures. In no other blow do so many agencies combine to

give that desirable quantity—force.

The use of the crouch in its various forms has added con-

siderably to the success of various fighters, and, aside from

Jeffries, Terry McGovern and Young Corbett have found it

to have certain advantages. McGovern will oftentimes combine

the crouch with a rush, using his hands and arms in piston-rod

fashion, literally carrying opponents off their feet. The posi-

tion in itself is a protection to the body.

THE RIGHT-HAND CROSS-COUNTER FOR THE HEAD.

(See Fig. 12.)

The right-hand cross-counter for the head is used when you

have drawn your opponent into leading a straight left to the

face by feinting with j'our left and leaving an apparent opening

tc lure him on. Judge your distance carefully, and if too far

away to reach him step in driving your right across his left

upper arm ana shoulder, at the same time -inclining your body

and turning your head well to the left. Your fist will strike

your combatant on the left side of the chin, completing a well-

known knockout. Your punch is given additional force by th''

momentum of your opponent's body as he comes toward you in

leading with his left.

As in all other blows, you should bear in mind the position
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POSITION FOR LEFT HAND JAB TO THE FACE.



Fig. 8.

LFFT LEAD TO THE FACE AND COUNTER TO THE BODY.



Fig. 9.

SLTPPTKO A STRAIGHT LEFT FOR THE HEAD (A DOUBLE SLIP).



Fig. 10.

BLOCKING A LEFT LEAD TO THE BODY AND COUNTERING WITH
LEFT HOOK TO THE FACE.



Fig. 11.

CROUCHING AND SENDTNH TDE LEFT STRAIGHT TO THE PODY.



Fig. 12.

THE RIGHT-HAND CROSS-COUNTER TO THE HEAD.



Fig. 13.

SLIPPING A RIGHT-HAND CROSS-ror'XTER TO THE HEAD.
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of the hand your opponent has held in reserve. While taking

care of his left in the right cress do not neglect to reach out

with your left to his right or guarding hand, checking a possi-

ble lead.

In case your fellow boxer does not show shiftiness in get-

ting away from the right-hand cross you can draw your hand

back to a striking position and send a short arm punch to the

body, stepping in whh the left foot rs the blow is sent over.

The heart is easily within reach of this last blow and its force

can be made such as to lay him open to further attack with

either hand.

SLIPPING A RIGHT-HAND CROSS-COUNTER TO THE
HEAD.

(See Fig. 13.)

When you have sent a forcible straight left hand to your

combatant's face, a right-hand cross-counter which he attempts

to deliver may be avoided in three ways: First, by slipping;

second, by forcing his arm aside, and, third, by jumping back

out of reach. The counter is best slipped when you find that

you have wrongly gauged your opponent's ability in this branch

of boxing and have placed yourself ' a disadvantage by in-

clining forward too much with yc punch. Quick as a light-

ning flash you duck your head, throwing it smartly to the

right His fist will then glide harmlessly over the back of

your head or neck. To force the blow aside make a short at-

tempt at a lead witli the left hand, to draw his right-hand cross,

and as it comes toward you throw the left arm up, turning the

palm of the hand outward, your forearm striking his forearm

on the inside, throwing it outward and wide of the mark.
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In springing out of distance of a right cross, feint at your

opponent's face with your left hand, causing him to expect a

straight lead with it, and when you have decoyed him into

sending his right hand over, step back handily with the right

foot, inclining the body backward and allowing the blow to fall

short. This frequently draws him off his balance. By so doing

you bring yourself into position to return your left to any ex-

posed point. There are occasional times when your opponent's

right cross will resemble a swing and in these instances all you

have to do is to duck swiftly, bending at the knees and waist

and inclining the head.

SLIPPING A STRAIGHT RIGHT LEAD FOR THE FACE
AND COUNTERING WITH A LEFT SWING TO BODY

(See Fig. 14.)

The extreme force usually behind right-hand blows makes it

particularly necessary for them to be avoided and, of course,

in such a manner that a return is possible. By slipping a right

lead sent straight to the face a splendid opportunity is had to

counter with a strong blow, a left swing, to a part of the body

difficult for your opponent to guard.

As your adversary sends his hand over, draw back your left,

quickly straightening it out to the left,* and, simultaneous with

the inclination of the head, to perfect the slip, bring the left

arm forward to his body with all the force you can muster,

but with not so much as to throw yourself off your balance. It

is best to send your fist to your opponent's short ribs, for that

part of his anatomy will be difficult for him to cover with his

guarding hand, which, through the nature of his original lead
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must be the left. If he is on the alert, however, he will be able

to throw his left across his body and receive your counter on

the back of his glove.

In countering the right-hand lead with your left, hold your

right in readiness to deliver a strong blow to either your oppo-

nent's face or body. He will naturally incline to the right
^

somewhat after leading, and your right, if well timed and

accurately directed, should ferret out an unprotected spot.

DRAWING AWAY FROM RIGHT SWING TO COUNTER
WITH STRAIGHT RIGHT HAND TO FACE.

(See Fig. 15.)

When your opponent attempts a right swing to your face it

is not necessary that the blow be blocked or shoved aside. It

can be avoided in a much easier way, and one which will leave

you in a fine position to send in a telling return. As the swing

comes toward you, bend back quickly from the waist, still keep-

ing the head erect, thus allowing the swing to fall short and

pass harmlessly by. Your left hand and arm should guard your

body and your left should be held about opposite the right nipple,

so that the return can be sent in swiftly. As your opponent's

hand passes your face, shoot :our right straight over his swing-

ing arm to his face. Much weight can be put into the blow,

and its suddenness, moreover, is decidedly disconcerting to the

receiver.

Watch closely your opponent's left as you deliver the blow.

He will probably have it drawn back for an opening, and if you

expose yourself needlessly you will probably have reason to

regret your carelessness. The careless boxer is never a success.
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Whtte he may show brilliancy at intermittent intervals, he usu-

ally comes out of the small end of the horn in the long run.

Get back as quickly as possible from delivering the punch, for

if you lean forward any length of time you place yourself at

close quarters with the advantage of position all on the other

side.

RELATING TO HOOKS.

(See Fig. i6.)

PROPER POSITION OF HAND AND ARM FOR LEFT HOOK TO FACE.

Hooks are blows of such frequent usage and of such unmis-

takable value that every boxer should learn to adapt them to

his repertory as well as to avoid them when directed at him.

The hook is a quick blow and is well described by its name,

being delivered with a half-bent arm. Hooks are generally

sent to the face and, of course, are delivered at close range.

They serve admirably to work an opponent into a position where

a finishing blow may be delivered.

Great care should be observed in regard to the proper position

of the arm and the correct clenching of the fist while hooking.

The hook is a forceful punch, and should these points be neglected

the results to the boxer will be very unpleasant, broken bones

in the hand or arm probably resulting.

To deliver a hook, say with the left, bend the arm so that

the hand will be raised about five inches above the line of the

elbow. The palm should be turned upward and inclined from

the wrist somewhat toward the breast, the knuckles compact

and if possible in perfect alignment, the thumb being held well

down below the line of the middle joints of the fingers, as I

have instructed in a" eatrlier chapter.
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IMPROPEE POSITION OF AEM AND H4^.•D ?0& LEFT HOOX.,

(See Fig. 17.)

The faults in executing a left hook to the face are n^ainiy

to be seen when the combatants have been instructed in a slip-

shod manner. One of the shining defects is usually in the

poise of the arm. Novices are particularly prone to straighten

it out as though making ready for a swing, and as a result

the blow lacks force and accuracy. Then again they turn the

palm and forearm downward, losing the effect of the strong

arm muscles which are placed in an awkward position when

the hand is held in this manner. When a blow is landed from

the foregoing improper position the thumb and knuckle of the

forefinger frequently come in contact with the opponent and

when a hard surface is struck, the skull, for instance, painful

injury is apt to follow. This faulty hook is very easily blocked

Of thrust aside. The thumb should not be stuck out in a

straight line, projecting above the line of the middle joints

where a slight blow will often bring disaster.

PROPKR METHOD OF HOLDING ARM AND HAND FOR RIGHT HOOK
TO THE FACE.

(See Fig. 18.)

The right hook to the face is used less frequently than thf

left-hand blow, but it is more effective once it gets through

an opponent's guard. The position of the arm and hand should

correspond to that of the left under the same circumstances,

the only difference in the two hooks is that they come from

opposite sides of the body.

In this hook, as in others, be careful about your leet. The^
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can be made a valuable adjunct to a hook if the boxer knows

his business. At the moment the punch lands, your right heel

shonld be raised from the floor, the toes touching it so that you

can pivot in either direction. Rising on your toes at times also

increases the length of the reach. The leverage of the shoulder

should be put into this punch and the back muscles also can be

called into play with advantage. Turn the body slightly to the

left as the fist hits the mark, which action will put added weight

in the punch.

IMPROPER METHOD OF HOLDING HAND AND ARM FOR RIGHT HOOK
TO THE FACE.

(See Fig. 19.)

The faults in an uneducated right hook arc identical with

those seen in the beginner's left hook. For the right hand

and arm I recommend the same rules I gave for the left. Always

brace the arm strongly as the punch takes effect, making the

forearm, upper arm, shoulder and back work in with each

other. Of course, you will use your free arm to guard, rjd

a sharp lookout must be kept for returns. Do not lead while

standing flat on your feet. A step in and a rise to the toes

of the right foot are absolutely necessary for the success ot

every hook.

In hooking to the face do not drop the arm too low before

sending the blow over. By dropping the fist very low the

punch is longer in taking' effect and the time lost gives your

opponent ample opportunity to block it. Do not let your hooks

resemble uppercuts too closely; neither copy the swinging style

unless you really intend to swing. Hooks to the face may be

landed behind either ear, on cither side of the chin, or t9

cither eye.
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SHIFTING FROM STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD TO HEAD
AND COUNTERING WITH RIGHT TO BODY.

(See Fig. 20.)

When your opponent shoots a straight left directly at yout

face you must think and act very rapidly. Indeed, quickness

of thought and action are the foundation of all boxing success.

One good way of avoiding this lead is to shift suddenly to

the leftj stepping in forward and to the left about six inches,

allowing the lead to glide over your right shoulder. Counter

this blow by sending in a stiff right-hand jab to your oppo-

nent's body, putting into it the impetus of the body as you

step in. His body will naturally come toward you as he de-

livers his punch and this, too, will make your blow the more

powerful. The short ribs or the heart can be reached with

equal ease, as the straight left will leave the left side wide

open. During the course of the foregoing blow and counter

you must guard your face and body with your left arm, which

you will double in front of you. The right of your adversary

has not yet been brought into action and he will probably have

it drawn back close to his body for instant use. You will be

going toward him, and should you chance to meet this right

with an unprotected spot the contact will not be to your advan-

tage.

SHOVING ASIDE OPPONENT'S LEFT LEAD WITH
YOUR RIGHT AND COUNTERING TO

BODY WITH LEFT.

(See Fig. 21.)

Another manner of avoiding and countering a straight left

to the head is as follows:
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Meet the blow with the palm of your right glove, forcing

your opponent's fist to one side, over the left shoulder. Hold
your own body erect, with the exception of your head, which
should be inclined forward somewhat, and step in, sending your
/eft across to his body, preferably to the solar plexus.

If your opponent knows what to do and when to do it, he
will meet your counter with his right, which is supposed to
have been reserved for this very purpose. You can sometimes
follow your left with your right if you choose by bringing it

down from its position in shoving aside the left lead and deliv^
ering it to your combatant's body. But you must be very quick
if you wish to do this or he will get away from you.
Keep your eyes pinned on your fellow boxer throughout the

entire process; in fact, never turn them entirely away from him
dunng any part of a bout, and, if possible, pin his right hand-
if It has blocked your left counter-firmly to his body with your
hand until you have a chance to spring out of striking distance.

STOPPING A RIGHT-HAND CROSS-COUNTER TO
HEAD WITH LEFT TO FOLLOW WITH

INSIDE LEFT HOOK TO JAW.

(See Fig. 22.)

After a series of feints with your left yon will probably
draw your opponent into leading a right cross-counter to your
jaw. he naturally supposing that you intended to send in a
straight left with each feint. You intended to deceive him and
expected h,m to act in this manner. When you see his cross-
counte, sta , step in and meet it Strike his right forearm

^ the mszde with your left forearm, holding off the blow.
Stop your left arm. momentarily gauging the distance to his
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fac€, and deliver a short left-hand hook to the jaw, dropping

the body forward, inclining the head sharply to the right

Your combatant's right arm will shoot across the back of your

head or neck.

In the meantime your opponent has probably held his left in

readiness to follow up his counter to the face or body. On

finding that he has missed connection with his left and has

been reached by your left, he will, if not in a dazed condition,

withdraw from close quarters, discovering that you are well on

guard with your right.

These inside short hooks were first brought into prominence

by Robert Fitzsimmons. Practically all of his fights in which

opponents would mix with him resulted in his favor. Jeffries

usually kept from continuing close work with Fitzsimmons, and

during the last battle of these giants at San Francisco the result

of Jeffries' close-range tactics is well known to the public. For

the first few rounds the long, lean, freckled Cornishman bat-

tered the ex-boilermaker unmercifully. Fitzsimmons has intro-

duced several new features into the boxing art, and it was

partly through these that he was enabled to pit himself success-

fully against men stronger and heavier than himsel£

BLOCKING A LEFT SWING TO BODY AND DELIVER-
ING A SHORT LEFT SWING TO FACE,

(See Fig. 23.)

The uncertainty of a bout in which feinting pbys a prominent

part is plainly shown in an exchange of blows I will now de-

scribe.

Take the regulation fighting position and send in a series
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of straight left feints to your opponent's face, keeping your

right or guarding arm higher than necessary. This high guArd

will tempt the opponent into leading at the spot he considers

neglected.

In the illustration he does this by stepping outside of your

left foot with his left and swing his left hand to the body as

he moves forward. You block this swing by bringing down

the right hand forcibly, throwing the blow wide by striking it

with the forearm or wrist. At the same time you counter with

a left swing to the jaw. As you expected, your opponent was

probably unprepared for this swinging blow, thinking that you

would lead the usual straight left, and he, intending to slip

the punch, receives it full in the face before he has time to

block it with his right or duck. Right here is another case

where carelessness resulted disastrously to a boxer. In not

having his guarding hand in position to protect the face,

particularly that vital spot, the point of the jaw, your com-

batant laid himself open to your attack, and as your blow that

landed was a swing, in many cases he would most certainly

have been transferred to the realm of shooting stars, about

which we hear so much in connection with boxing. And it is

highly probable that he would not have been able to discon-

tinue his astronomical researches until after knockout count of

ten seconds, or possibly twenty or thirty.

SLIPPING A STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD TO HEAD AND
DELIVERING A LEFT-HAND UPPERCUT TO BODY.

(See Fig. 24.)

In sparring for an opening and your opponent seems unusu-

ally wary of you and you do not appear to be able to draw him
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out, it is som'^times advisable to place in his way some tempt-

ing bait. This can be done by leaving your head unguarded.

It is noticeable that a majority of blows, especially tho*e oi

amateurs, are usually led to the head and whenever an open-

ing for it is presented, the natural inclination is to take advan-

tage of it, hence the value of throwing out a lure. When the

bait has the desired effect, drawing him into the handiest blow

for him to land, a straight left lead for the face, it can be

disposed of and blocked in several ways. One of the most

effective proceedings is to slip it by stepping in with the left

foot, inclining the head and body to the right, and delivering a

short left-hand uppercut to the pit of the stomach.

Should this blow take full effect it will greatly distress

your opponent, probably causing him to collapse. If, however,

he is on his guard, with his right in proper protecting position,

he can meet the uppercut with the palm of the opened glove,

as shown in the illustration, forcing it downward.

The uppercut calls into play a combination of muscular effort

that gives it vast power and the guard for it should not be

such as may easily be driven back. The upward movement of

the arm is assisted by the straightening of the right leg and

by rising to the ball of the right foot. This uppercut may be

avoided in part, if not wholly, by drawing back the body from

the waist, and which action will straighten the legs.

THE CORKSCREW BLOW.

(See Fig. 25.)

Among the so-called "fancy blows" but one, the solar plexus,

is more widely known than the "corkscrew" punch, the inven-

tion of that brilliant Hoosier boxer, Kid McCoy. As I have
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previously described the nature of this punch 1 will now tell

you how to secure a chance for landing it and also how it may

be avoided when used by an opppnent.

The corkscrew is most effectively delivered vvlicn your oppo-

nent has taken the aggressive. Keep hini in striking distance

of the extended left arm and as you induce him into leading

with either hand, preferably the right, step in, if you find it

necessary, and "corkscrew" your left to his face in the manner

described under the heading "Famous Blows."

To best guard against the corkscrew, crouch quickly, holding

your right arm well in front of your chin, letting the attacking

hand go wide and over the left shoulder. In this position you

will find yourself ready to step in and send your left hand

straight to the face or body. Should your opponent be well

on his guard I advise you to retreat by stepping back. Should

the corkscrew land, finding you unguarded, and does not jar you

too heavily, you can follow it up with a left hook to the face

or body, keeping your right hand well in front of your face.

DUCKING A LEFT SWING AND COUNTERING TO
BODY WITH A LEFT SWING.

(See Fig. 26.)

When your opponent appears to be tiring or shows effects

of overtraining he will generally start in to swing, especially

if inexperienced, thinking to turn the tide his way with a

single blow. You should not discourage him in this tendency,

but rather endeavor to lead him on. Of course, these wild

attempts leave a man wide open to attack, and while in a meas-

ure his blows are to be feared, they may be avoided in various

ways. Above all keep cool imder these circumstances and let

bim "fight himself out" by exhausting his strength and wind.
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When your opponent arrives at the swinging stage, through

over-anxiety or lack of proper instruction, do not be too anxious

)) place him hors de combat, but measure his reach and speed,

moving about him carefully, the while trying to feint him into

a right-hand swing so that you can send your right to the

left short ribs. But, on the contrary, if he disappoints you by

swinging the left, duck your head smartly to the right, step

forward, outside of his left foot, and swing your left hand

forcibly to his stomach. He can block your return, if he is

careful, by placing his right hand across the body before

swinging.

If your fellow boxer over-reaches himself on missing the

swing, pitching forward off his balance and floundering help-

lessly, you can immediately straighten up and deliver either

hand to the most favorable opening.

SLIPPING A STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD FOR FACE AND
DELIVERING A RIGHT-HAND BLOW TO THE BODY.

(See Fig. 27.)

By the slipping of ;. straight left for the face in the proper

manner you will place yourself in a splendid position to bring

your right into effective use. As your antagonist strikes at you

with his left hand, step slightly forward and to your left, slip-

ping the blow, allowing it to pass over your right shoulder.

Your opponent will naturally lunge forward as his hand misses

the mark and you should then jolt him heavily with a half-arm

right-hand blow to the body, permitting the trunk of your body

to swing around to the left with the punch, putting added force

behind it.

Be careful about the position of your head In executing this
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manoeuvre, keeping it inclined forward, close to your opponent's

chest, so that he cannot easily reach it. Should your right hand

blow be blocked with your opponent's right, which he will do

if he is on the alert, step in with your left foot and hook your

left hand swiftly to his face. Follow up your attack as oppor-

tunity offers.

The right hand body blow, after the slipping of a left lead,

is a particularly good punch to be perfected by men capable of

delivering a strong half-arm right to the body. Many men are

so put together physically that their punches vary in force ac-

cording to the elevation of the point at which they strike. Take

a stocky, thick-set man for instance, of the George ("Kid")

Lavigne type. He will be at his best when sending in body

blows, because his principal hitting muscles are set low, giving

the greatest power to punches in which these muscles are

brought fully into play. The rangey man, of the Fitzsimmons

stamp, whose hitting power lies chiefly in his high shoulder

muscles, is at his best in delivering punches to the head.

In sparring with a man that depends a great deal on the

short right body punches, make a snappy feint at his face with

your left hand, getting him to step in and attempt to lead with

his right. Before he can recover himself, step in and send a

swift straight left jab to his face.

PINNING YOUR OPPONENT'S RIGHT WITH YOUR
LEFT AND DELIVERING A RIGHT HOOK

TO THE JAW.

(See Fig. 28.)

When your opponent draws his hand well back to deliver a

short hook or swing to the jaw. step in to close quarterSr
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reaching out with your left hand and laying your opened hand

over his right wrist with enough resistance to check any move

he intends. This constitutes a left-hand pin. At the same

time lead a short straight right hook to his jaw, inclining the

body forward and to the left. By keeping close to your oppo-

nent you will rob him of the force of his left in case he should

attempt to lead a short blow to your body. Your head will be

entirely out of danger.

The effectiveness of this blow depends largely on the manipu-

lation of the legs and feet. The diagonal step to the left should

occur as the blow starts under way and, of course, is done with

the left foot. Just as the blow lands, rise well on the toes of

the right foot, straightening the left leg. This will elevate your

right shoulder, giving you a longer reach and increased force

to the blow.

When this punch is sent in properly you need have no fear

of your combatant's left. Should you miss, by your opponent

drawing away from the hook or ducking, you will naturally

fall into close quarters. Then you should clinch and save

yourself.

THE UTILITY OF CLINCHING.

And now that I have mentioned the subject of clinching I

will briefly explain the value of the service to which it may be

put. In case you lead a blow that falls short or is evaded in

any way, and by so doing you have left yourself at close range

open to attack, it is best to throw your arms around those cf

your opponent, pinning his elbows with your forearm and hold-

ing them close to his body by locking your hands behind him.

Then straighten up to him as close as possible, and as you

break away draw your hands gradually along his arms, press-
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iag them firmly until the moment when you can spring back
into a fighting attitude.

I do not advise frequent clinching, as it make a bout long
and tiresome and detracts from its interest as a scientific

exhibition. Unless you are entirely out of wind, depend rather
or footwork and deft guarding to help you in case of emer-
gency.

THE LIVER PUNCH.
(See Fig. 29.)

The liver punch is one of frequent use and when delivered
with considerable force is extremely painful. A first-class op-
portunity to send in this blow is offered when your opponent
swings with his right. This leaves the right side of his body
more or less exposed. To counter a right swing with this punch,
step inside of your opponent's arm as it comes toward you and
shoot your left into his body directly over the liver, which is

situated on the right side slightly below the floating ribs.

Hold your right hand in front of your chest and close to your
body with the palm opened and turned toward your antagonist
in most instances. In this manner you will be prepared to block
or ward off his left which he has probably been holding in re-
serve to follow up his right swing. As you step in to avoid the
swing, incline your head forward so that the attacking hand will
strike the back of the head or neck.

The punch I have described has been used on many occasions
with good effect by Kid McCoy. Of course it takes courage to
step inside of a swing and you must be accurate in timing your
pponent's delivery and in gauging his distance. After a little

practice you will find yourself becoming absolutely fearless in
stepping in and you will be surprised at the degree of efficiency
to which yon can attain in performing the manoeuvre.



Fig. 14.

KLIPPING A STRAIGHT RIGHT LEAD FOR THE FACE AND COUNTERING

WITH A LEFT SWING TO THE BODY.



Fig. 15.

deawu:g awat from a right swing to counter with straight
RTOnr TO FACE.

I







Fig. 20o

SHIFTING FROM A STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD TO HEAD AND CODNTERINa

WITH EIGHT TO BODY.
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Fig. 21.

SHOEING ASIDE OPPONENT'S LEFT LEAD WITH YOUR RIGHT AND
COUNTERING TO BODY WITH LEFT.



Fig. 22.

gTOPPINO A RIonT-HAND CROSS-COUNTER TO HEAD WITH LEFT TO

«^oi.u>w WITH INSIDE LEFT HOOK TO .TAW
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Fig. 23.

BLOCKING A LEFT SWING TO BODY AND DELIVERING A SHORT LEFT
"WING TO FACE.



Fig. 24.

SLIPPING A STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD TO HEAD AND DELIVERING A

LEFT HAND DPPERCDT TO BODY.



Fig. 25.

THE CORKSCREW BLOW,
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Fig. 2e.

DUCKING A LEFT SWING AND COUNTERING TO THE BODY WITH A

LEFT SWING.



Fig. 27.

SLIPPING A STRAIGHT LEFT LEAD FOR THE FACE AND DELIVERING
A BIGHT-HAND BLOW TO THE BODY.



-;> Fig. 28.

PINNING YOUR OPPONENT'S RIGHT WITH YOUR LEFT ANP
DELIVERING A RIGHT HOOK TO THE JAW.



Fig. 29.

THE LIVER PUNCH.



Fig. 30.

J>UCKING A RIGHT-HAND SWING AND GETTING IN POSITION TO SEND
EITHER HAND TO BODY.



Fig. 31.

BLOCKING AN OPPONENT'S HIGH LEFT SWING FOR THE HEAD AND
STANDING READY TO BLOCK HIS RIGHT JAB TO BODY.
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DUCKING A RIGHT-HAND SWING AND GETTING IN

POSITION TO SEND EITHER HAND TO BODY.

(See Fig. 30.)

Having described the manner in which to step inside of a right-

hand swing for the head, I will now tell you how to avoid it in

another way—by ducking. As you see the swing coming toward

you, duck quickly, so that the attacking hand will pass over

your head, at the same time keeping both hands extended some-

what before your chest, so that you will be able to use either one

in countering the attacker's body. He will probably have his

left drawn across his stomach to guard a return, and in that

case endeavor to reach his face. This do by lunging forward as

you duck the swing, and, pinning his guard with either hand, send

the free hand to the jaw. Probably the best hand to use in

hitting will be the right, consequently the hand to do the pinning

will be the left.

Do not be too anxious to attack immediately after ducking

the swing, however. A little caution will often do more good

than an attempt to strike. If your opponent has held himself wel?

in control after missing the swing he may be prepared for you.

no matter what you lead, and in that case the best thing for you?

to do is to spring back into position.

BLOCKING AN OPPONENT'S HIGH LEFT SWING FOB
THE HEAD AND STANDING READY TO BLOCK

HIS RIGHT JAB TO THE BODY.

(See Fig. 31.)

Oftentimes an opponent will charge strongly at you, intending

to attack with both hands. A good combination of blows, which

is frequently used is the right left swing for the head, foIlowe(^
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up by a forceful right jab to the body. To effectually protect

yourself, meet his swing by throwing out your right arm, allow-

ing his attaddng wrist to strike your forearm and as he sends

the right acro&s at your body, block it with the opened palm

of your left, meeting the fist about midway between you. His

head and shoulders will be inclined somewhat toward you, and

if you are quick you can bend your right hand downward to his

face from the point of contact with his swing. By standing

erect, with the head pitched forward a trifle, you will not suffer

any evil consequences and will better be able to obtain a com-

manding view of the situation and judge as to your best move.

STEPPING OUTSIDE TO THE RIGHT OF A STRAIGHT
LEFT TO HEAD AND DELIVERING LEFT

SWING TO HEAD.

(See Fig. 32.)

If you have a good eye and are very quick, you can avoid a

straight left lead for the head by stepping outside of it. A
straight left lead is one of the hardest blows to evade in this

manner and to do it successfully it is absolutely necessary that

a man be extremely agile.

The shorter the distance of your opponent's lead, the quicker

you must be in getting out of the way. You must incline your

head sharply in the direction you go, also turning your head

away from the punch, but not so far as to place your opponent

out of the range of vision.

A very forcible blow which you may deliver as you step out-

side is a left swing to the face. Your left shoulder is thrown

upward as you incline to the right, thus giving a better oppor-

tunity to land the swing strongly and accurately. In stepping

ou% to the right for instance, carry your left foot up and over
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your opponem's left toes, placing your foot almost opposite his

heel, which will put you close enough to him to prevent your

swinging past him. As you step in in this manner, allowing his

left lead to go over your left shoulder, swing your left hand

downward and to the rear, contracting firmly the muscles of

the arm and turning your clenched fist palm downward. As you

bring it forward, turn the fist so that the face of the knuckles

will come in contact with your fellow boxer as the blow lands.

The blow should start as the left foot touches the floor beyond

your opponent's left and as it takes effect you should be braced

firmly on both feet in order to bring your entire power into it.

Should the punch be blocked by your opponent's right, bring

your left back in a direct line with your left shoulder, inclining

still more to the right and swing again, sending the fist to the pit

of the stomach. Let your body come around with the blow, and

it will have telling effect.

After delivering the swing to the head you can oftentimes de-

ceive your opponent by stepping out and feinting the swing,

but instead of delivering it, let your hand go as close to his face

as possible without hitting him and bring it back with the quick-

est you are capable of, sending it to his body before he can get

his right hand down to guard. Under all circumstances you are

too far to the right to be reached by either hand before you

can safely retreat.

STEPPING TO THE RIGHT OF A STRAIGHT LEFT TO
HEART AND COUNTERING WITH A SHORT

LEFT SWING TO HEART.

(See Fig. ZZ-)
'

After drawing your opponent into a straight left lead to your

heart, step outside to the right in the manner I have already
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de€cribed and deliver a half arm swing with your left under his

attacking arm to the solar plexus. You will have to crouch

considerably to escape the lead and as you deliver your left

straighten up, rising well on the toes of your right foot; then

spring backward to your right into fighting position.

STEPPING INSIDE OF A LEFT SWING TO HEAD AND
DELIVERING A HALF ARM RIGHT HAND

BLOW TO BODY.

(See Fig. 34.)

While sparring and you notice that your opponent is anxious

to swing at your head, lead him on by inclining toward him,

causing him to think you are closer than you really are, and

expose your head. As he swings for it, say with his left, step

in and incline to the left allowing his swinging forearm to

strike the back of your neck. At the same time contract your

right arm firmly, sending a jolt to the heart. Pin his right with

your left, and you will be perfectly safe from further attack

You may have an opportunity to repeat your right to the body

unless he clinches or retreats very quickly.

AVOIDING A STRAIGHT RIGHT TO FACE BY STEP-

PING TO THE RIGHT AND SENDING OVER
A RIGHT CHOP TO FACE.

(See Fig. 35.)

I do not particularly advise a man to indulge too frequently in

the chopping habit, but there is one instance in which this sort

of a blow may be used to advantage, and it requires the bringing

of the rigrht baud into play. I would never use the chop under
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any other circumstances unless it be during a clinch in what is

known as "one arm free fighting." A chop can then be used to

advantage on the kidneys.

The chop which I countenance is delivered with the right hand

after you have evaded a straight right to the face, allowing it

to pass over your right shoulder. As your opponent's blow comes

toward you, bend to the left, throwing your right arm well up;

then send it forward and downward to j^our opponent's face with

the palm turned downward. Hold your left close to your body

so that you can follow up your chop by drawing the right hand to

guard, and, stepping in, deliver your left to any exposed part of

your combatant's body.

The right hand chop is usually an extremely Hard blow to block,

especially for beginners, because they are but little accustomed

to covering themselves with their left arm as they deliver their

right hand. As I have previously explained, no one in boxing

should attempt to lead the right without throwing their left arm

well over the face and drawing the stomach in out of reach.

THE SOLAR PLEXUS PUNCH.

(See Fig. z^-)

I touched briefly on the blow made famous by Robert FitZ'.

simmons, the solar plexus punch, in the opening part of this

book under the title of ''Famous Blows," and I will go into the

details of it, telling you how to work your opponent into a

position making it possible, and how best to make it thoroughly

effective.

Spar around your fellow boxer for a few moments and feint

sharply at him several times, bringing both your hands into

action. This will usually make him a bit nervous and \e will
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begin to shift his guard to cover the different points you are

feinting at. Suddenly lean forward a trifle and feint furiously

at your combatant's face wih your right fist. He will naturally

bend back to avoid the supposed attack and will throw his

guard up to protect his face, leaving the. pit of the stomach

partially unprotected at least, for in the excitement of the mo-

ment the covering of his face will be his principal thought.

In the illustration, the opponent has thrown up his right hand

in front of his face, holding his left too far to the left to fully

protect the objective point. You now have him "wide open"

for the delivery of the punch with your left, which you draw

back into a striking position as you feint with the right.

HOW TO DELIVER THE SOLAR PLEXUS.

(See Fig. z'?-')

In sending the solar plexus punch home, after you have

feinted your man into the desired opening, step in with all the

speed and force at your command, and shoot your left heavily

into the pit of his stomach, inclining smartly to the right as you

do so, rising to the toes of your left foot which rests between

his feet close to his left, and bearing the greater part of your

weight on your right foot as the punch takes effect. By in-

clining your body as I have instructed, you will better escape

your opponent's left, should he happen to use it, and you will

be in a good position to come back at him with your right,

which you hold in front of your body as a guard. Of course,

the solar plexus punch in its most violent form is to be deliv-

ered only in the professional ring and amateurs should tak«

p-eat care in their use of it
I
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DRAWING BACK ON GUARD FROM A STRAIGHT
LIFT TO FACE AND IN POSITION TO Si^sTD

EITHER HAND TO FACE OR BODY,

(See Fig. 38.)

I will now describe a menoeuvre which all boxers can use to

advantage and of which ex-Champion Corbeitt has availed

himself successfully on various occasions. It is a move cal-

culated to deceive your combatant in gauging your distance,

and is performed as follows:

On an occasion when your opponent leads straight to your

face with his left, thinking that he has you within range, bend

back swiftly from the waist, allowing his fist to fall short sev-

eral inches, the while keeping your hands in front of your body,

your right being just below your chin to meet the attacking

hand should your opponent lunge forward as you bend back.

Then by inclining slightly to the left and forward you can

shoot into his body or face either hand as the occasion war-

rants. The bend forward from your somewhat strained posi-

tion in evading the lead will give additional momentum to

your attack. Be careful to keep vigilant watch on your antag-

onist's right, which he probably has drawn back in reserve.

Guard your face with either hand as you lunge forward to

strike or else you may meet his right unprotected.

RELATING TO UFPERCUTS.

(See Fig. 39.)

In delivering an uppercut, the first things to be considered

after the proper clenching of the fist, are the poise of the hand

and arm. The hand should incline a trifle toward the shoulder
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by bending at the wrist, and the arm should be extended about

two-thirds of its entire length, bending at the elbow. The

uppercut is usually sent to the chin and should strike with the I

face of the knuckles. Considerable leverage can be put int«

a blow of this sort by making the shoulder muscles figure

prominently in it.

CORRECT DELIVERY OF A RIGHT UPPERCUT.

(See Fig. 40.)

The right uppercut is sent in with the right arm in a posiv

tion similar to that of the left under the same circumstances.

The muscles of the arm should be well contracted so as to give

it the stiffness necessary to make the blow a solid one. Keep

the thumb turned well outward. If you turn it inside you

place your arm in a position where the full strength of your

muscles cannot be utilized. Besides, you thus place your hand

in the way of almost certain injury. It is always wise to rise

to the ball of foot on the same side as your attacking hand in

uppercutting, for thus you will put more weight into it.

BLOCKING A RIGHT SWING AND SENDING A RIGHT
UPPERCUT TO CHIN.

(See Fig. 41.)

When your opponent swings for your head with his right,

you can often block it and counter very effectively to his chin

with a right uppercut. As he swings, step in and meet his

attacking forearm with your forearm, which you have bent

across your face, and send quickly to the point of his jaw your

right, starting it from a line just a little below your waist
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Should your man come back at you with his left, you can ren-

der it void by throwing to meet it your right, which you will

have just used in uppercutting. Then, quick as a flash, yot;

can bring down to his face your left which had to be raised

high to hold off the original swing. Your body should be

straightened up during this whole operation and you must use

your eyes and your wits as well as your hands and feet.

BLOCKING A LEFT SWING AND SENDING A LEFT-

UPPER CUT TO CHIN.

(See Fig. 42.)

A swing can be treated in a manner similar to that in which

you disposed of the right in the foregoing paragraph. Meet

the swing with your right hand or forearm and step in, shoot-

ing a left uppercut to the point of the jaw. As was the case

in using the right, you can easily bring the guarding hand down

to your opponent's face to follow up your uppercut and in the

event of his returning his right, you can meet it with your left^

which you can thrust downward and outward from its point of

contact with your antagonist's jaw.

STRIKING AN OPPONENT'S LEFT LEAD ON OUTSIDE,

FORCING HIS BLOW TO THE LEFT, DRAWING HIM
OFF HIS BALANCE, AND STANDING READY
TO SEND EITHER HAND TO HEAD OR BODY.

(See Fig. 43.)

Mtzslmmons frequently resorted to a clever practice which has

become of frequent use by different boxers. It consisted in

striking or shoving the outside of a inan*s attacking arm as he
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led, forcing his fist across the front of his (Fitzsimmoaft*) body,

and far to the side opposite that to which he aimed. Bj' so

doinjf, an opponent is drawn forward off his balance and turned

partially around in an awkward and indefensible position. If

you arc quick you can then use either hand on him with ad=

vantageous results.

Should a man lead his left straight to your face you can ex-

ecute the aforementioned manoeuvre by grasping his left elbow

with the opened palm of your right hand and shoving it strongly

to your left, at the same time inclining slightly to the right. As

your opponent swings around you can come forward heavily to

his heart with your left or shoot your right to his ribs, head or

chop to his left kidney. It is more difficult to handle a right

lead in this manner, because is usually carries more force be-

hind it

STEPPING OUTSIDE OF A STRAIGHT RIGHT LEAD,

PUSHING IT OVER RIGHT SHOULDER WITH LEFT
HAND AND SENDING RIGHT TO BODY.

(See Fig. 44.)

In Stepping outside of a straight left to the face you can often

force the attacking arm over the right shoulder by shoving the

elbow on the out|side as it comes toward you. As you do this,

step in and send the right to your opponent's body, either the

pit of the stomach or the right floating ribs, and spring back

quickly into position. A combatant that understands boxing will

block your counter by bringing his left in front of his stomach

as he sends his right over. If you are snappy in your move-

m«its you can withdraw your right in the event of its being

blocked and send it up to your fellow boxer's jaw, bringing

down your left to guard your body from his left as you do so.
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BLOCKING A RIGHT SWING TO BODY WITH LEFT
AMD STANDING READY TO BLOCK LEFT LEAD TO

FACE OR BODY WITH RIGHT.

(See Fig. 45.)

In studying defensive work do not fail to pay close attention

to avoiding your opponent when he delivers blows with both

hands in rapid succession. Very frequently, especially when a

man is rushing you, he will send over one hand and follow it

up instantly with tlie other, thinking to bewilder you, if he does

not succeed in making one of his punches take effect.

Often a man will combine a right swing to the body with a

left lead for the face, and when he does this brace yourself well

)ack and stop his swinging arm with your firmly extended left,

holding your right hand ten or twelve inches in front of your

chest with the palm opened to receive the left when it follows.

By keeping your right in this position you will find yourself pre-

pared to block either a lead for the body or head by simply lower-

ing or raising it. Brace yourself strongly on your right leg as

the blows come over so that the shock you may receive will not

throw you off your balance.

STEPPING OUTSIDE OF A STRAIGHT RIGHT TO FACE,

SHOVING IT OVER RIGHT SHOULDER WITH LEFT
HAND AND STANDING READY TO SEND RIGHT

TO FACE OR BODY.

(See Fig. 46.)

The straight right hand of an opponent led to the face may be

disposed of in a way exactly the reverse of that used in evading

the left as shown in Fig. 45. As the blow comes toward you
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step outside of it and forward pushing the outside of the attack-

ing arm at the elbow so that it will glide over your right shoul-

der. Instantly shoot the right across to your opponent's face or

body, preferably the body, for it is much easier of access in this

case than the face. Bring your left back to guard your face as

you go forward to avoid leaving an opening for your opponent's

left. You can also get away from the left by inclining sharplj^

to the left after shoving your combatant's right over your

shoulder.

BLOCKING WITH RIGHT A HOOK TO JAW AND COUN-
TERING WITH INSIDE LEFT HOOK TO JAW.

(See Fig. 47.)

The jaw is a favorite objective point with almost every boxer,

and you can learn to counter blows for it very effectively. When

a man sends at your jaw a right hook you can block it by bending

your right arm across your face, receiving the blow in the opened

palm; then step in and counter to his jaw with a swift left hook

inside of the attacking hook. If you vary with this manoeuvre

the ordinary blocks and counters for leads to the jaw you will be

likely to take your opponent unawares, for when executed with

swiftness it is very disconcerting.

As for your opponent's left, it will be in a position to land

effectively on your body during the foregoing manoeuvre unless

you are on the lookout. With your right engaged in blocking

his right and your left across to his jaw, your ribs and stomach

will present him a tempting mark which he will speedily find

unless you hold your stomach well in and get your right down

to guard without delay.
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BLOCKING A LEFT HOOK TO JAW WITH LEFT AND
COUNTERING WITH INSIDE RIGHT

HOOK TO JAW.

(See Fig. 48.)

To block a left hook to the jaw and counter with a right inside

hook to your opponent's jaw, bend your left arm across your

chest, receiving the blow in the opened palm simultaneously with

the delivery of your right. This move is the reverse of the one

described in the immediately preceding section. Keep your head

erect so that you can command a view of the whole situation and

decide quickly as to whether or not you had better follow up

your counter or spring back into fighting position. Whatever you

do, see that your opponent's strong right does not get a chance to

land on your body. He will "tear you wide open" with it if you

are not careful.

PULLING DOWN AN OPPONENT'S GUARDING HAND
TO MAKE AN OPENING.

(See Fig. 49)

A device which is sometimes resorted to by speedy boxers to

obtain a temporary advantage is the pulling down of an opponent's

guard to make an opening. The slow man cannot do it success-

fully, for his combatant will immediately see what he is up

to and protect himself. As the right hand is most frequently the

guard, in nine cases out of ten you would best use your left in

drawing it down. Spar warily around your antagonist and

when you get him with his guard high and his left down on

about a level with his waist, step in, grasping strongly the top

of his right fist with your left hand and pull it toward you with all

your might, at the same time shooting your right over to his jaw
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or body. Keep yourself covered with your right as you spring

back, for if your man is fast with his left he will be able to fol-

low you and do damage unless you are protected.

DUCKING YOUR HEAD UNDER LEFT CHOP TO FACE
AND OBTAINING POSITION TO SEND EITHER

HAND TO BODY.

(See Fig. 50.)

To demonstrate the evils of chopping I will explain how to

evade a left chop to the face in a manner that will probably put

your opponent's leading hand "out of commission" and which

will leave you in a distinctly advantageous position. As your

man straightens out his high left to chop down to your face,

step in and incline your head sharply, allowing his fist to strike

the hard skull bones instead of the soft flesh of the face. If he

puts much force into the blow his hand will suffer injurious

effect. Probably one or two of the small bones will break or be-

come disjointed and he will be effectively cured of the habit of

chopping down for the face—when you are opposing him, at

least. The high position of your opponent's left arm in chopping

will leave his body open to some extent and then you can send in

your right or your left, according to the best chance offered. It

will probably be advisable to pin his right with your left and

deliver the right.

DRAWING AWAY FROM A LEFT SWING TO BODY AND
COUNTERING WITH A LEFT HOOK TO JAW.

(See Fig. 51.)

I cannot emphasize too strongly the value of occasionally draw^

hig in your waist to escape body blows and without altering the
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position of the feet. The use of these various defensive moves

gives you a desirable versatih'ty of style which will mislead al-

most any boxer. When a left swing is led for the body you can

readily evade it by contracting your waist and pitching your

shoulders forward. As you do ihis, counter to your opponent's

jaw with a left hook, which will be all the heavier when backed

by the lunge. When your own swings are evaded and countered

in this manner carry your right arm to your fee as a fender for

the hook.

STEPPING INSIjjE OF A STRAIGHT LEFT TO HEAD
AND COUNTERING WITH STRAIGHT

RIGHT TO JAW.

(See Fig. 52.)

A very pretty mode of escaping and countering a straight left

to the face is to step inside of it and send your right straight

to your opponent's jaw. As you counter, incline your head for-

ward and pin his right with your extended left.

THE SIDE STEP.

(See Fig. 53-)

The great utility of side-stepping was never appreciated to its

full extend until Jim Corbett and Kid McCoy developed the art

to the highest point yet attained in the annals of the world's

boxing. Where is there a man that has seen either or both of

these men box who will not agree that their footwork has given

them a position unapproached by any other fighters? Of course,

it takes continued practice to become an adept in side-stepping.

The kg muscles must be springy and flexible to permit rapid

movements and if a slow man is unwilling to take the pains to
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develop bpeediness of action he must cut out this accompaniment

of sparring.

I have already described in the section entitled "The Elements

of Defence" the exact mode of executing a side step, and I will

now give a few hints concerning your attitude toward a man

proficient in it. A man will generally side-step to his right, that

direcvion being the easiest for him to travel in through the na-

ture of the regulation boxing position, and also because he will

thus place himself out of reach of your right and leave himself

in a better position to return your lead. Therefore you should

endeavor to conduct yourself so that his attempt to evade you

will fall short of his intention. This do as follows

:

Holding your right drawn back in readiness for instant ser-

vice, lead for your opponent with a straight left. As he performs

the expected side step to his right—^your left—permitting your

left hand to glide past his left shoulder, swing your body around

toward him and shoot your right straight to either his face or

body as best you can, bringing your left back to guard against

any blow he may chance to attempt. Unless your man is pos-

sessed of tremendously long legs and is phenomenally active you

can in most cases land your fist effectively in this way. You can

often feint him into a side step with your left, but if you send a

bona fide lead at him do not put enough force in it to carry you

off your balance or else you will place yourself completely at the

mercy of his right.

THE SAFETY BLOCK.

(See Fig. 54.)

The safety block is the best guard for the human frame known

in boxing. It is not used very frequently, not so often as it



Fig. 32.

STEPPING OUTSIDE TO THE RIGHT OF A STRAIGHT LEFT TO HEAF
AND DELIVERING LEFT SWINft TO HEAD,



Fig. 33.

STEPPING TO THE RIGHT OF A STRAIGHT LEFT TO THE HEART AND
COCNTERR^'- yiTH A SHORT LEFT SWING TO THE HEART.



Fig. 34.

STEPPING INSIDE OF A LEFT SWING TO THE HEAD AND DELIVERING

A HALF ARM RIGHT-HAND BLOW TO THE BODY,



Pig. 35.

\«OIt>INO A STRAIGHT RIGHT TO THE FACE BY STEPPING TO THE
RIGHT AND SENDING OVER A EIGHT CHOP TO TBF PACE.



Fig. 36.

I'HE SOLAR PLEXUS PUNCH. HOW TO FEINT YOUR OPPONENT INTO

LEAVING AN OPENING FOR TT



Fig. 37.

HOW TO DELIVER THE SOLAE PLEXUS.



Fig. 38.

DRAWING B\CK ON GUARD FROM A STRAIGHT LEFT TO FACE AND

IN POSITION TO SEND EITHER HAND TO FACE OR BODY.





Fig. 41.

BLOCKING A RIGHT SWING AND SENDING
THE CniN.

A RIGHT DPPERCUT TO



Fig. 42.

BLOCKING A LEFT SWING aND SENDING A LEFT UPPERCDT TO
THE CHIN.



Fig. 43.

STRIKING AN OPPONENT'S LEFT LEAD ON THE OUTSIDE, FORCING

mS BLOW TO THE LEFT. DRAWING HIM OFF HIS BALANCE,

AND STANDING READY TO SEND EITHER HAND
TO HEAD OR BODY.



Fig. 44.

STEPPING OUTSIDE OF J. STRAIGHT RIGHT LEAD. PUSHING IT 0\BB
YOUR RIGHT SHOULDER WITH THE LEFT HAND AND

SENDING YOUR RIGHT TO OPPONENT'S BODY



Fig. 45.

BLOCKING A RIGHT SWING TO THE BODY WITH LEFT AND STANDING
READY TO BLOCK LEFT LEAD TO FACE OR BODY WITH RIGHT.



Fig. 46.

STEPPING OUTSIDE OF A STRAIGHT RIGHT TO THE FACF «HOVT>IPIT OVER RIGHT SHOULDER WITH LEPT hTxD ^.ND^'sTANmNO^^^READl TO PEND RIGHT TO FAPE OR BODY.



Fig. 47.

BLOCKING WITH THE RIGHT A HOOK TO THE JAW AND COUNTERING

WITH AN INSIDE LEFT HOOK TO THE JAW.



Fig. 48.

BLOCKING A LEFT HOOK TO THE JAW WITH THE LEFT AND COUNTEB
TNG WITH AN INSIDE RIGHT HOOK TO THE JAW.

Hi
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should be, in fact, and therefore is unfamiliar to many followers

of fistiana.

The block in question brings both hands and arms into use,

and has been found very valuable by men vrhen in awkward posi-

tions, say in a corner, or against the ropes and hard pressed by

an opponent. It consists in folding the right forearm across the

face, the nose and chin fitting snugly into the crook of the elbow,

and holding the left close to and directly across the front of the

body, the upper arm covering the heart and left ribs, the fore-

arm and hand with the palm opened and turned in, protecting the

pit of the stomach and right ribs. The block can be made still

more of a "safety" by bending the stomach inward as you carry

the arms into position.

When your opponent gets you into a tight place and you can-

not force him back by an assault, assume quickly the position as

described and you can with impunity advance to any part of the

floor or ring, as the case may be. His fists cannot reach a vital

part, for by watching him closely and shifting either hand or

forearm the merest trifle you can block anything he may choose

to deliver.

George McFadden has used the safety block successfully on

various occasions.

MISSING INTENTIONALLY A HOOK TO JAW AND
DELIVERING A BACK HAND BLOW TO FACE.

(See Figures 55 and 56.)

To take a man unawares when he least expects to be surprised

is the ambition of every manipulator of the gloves and I will now

Rive the details of a sort of "double-barrelled" blow which has
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come to my notice and which has been termed the "Lever

Punch.**

Brace yourself staunchly on your feet and send a left swing at

your opponent's jaw, which you intentionally miss by about two

or three inches. Allow your hand to go past him, say about two

feet, and as he lunges toward you, thinking that you have missed

a genuine attempt at his jaw, bring your attacking hand back

sharply to his face before he will have time to land on you, hitting

his jaw a sort of backhand swing.

Naturally the blow coming in that manner will bewilder your

combatant and in the momentary confusion you can follow up

your left with your right to the body or perhaps the face. How-

ever, if he takes punishment well enough to recover in an instan?,

sending his left to your body, or if he counters to your body with

either his left or right as you strike his jaw, you can ward off the

attack in either case with the opened palm of the right hand.

Hold your head well elevated with the chin drawn in so that you

will be able to take in the whole situation at a glance.

THE CLINCH,

(See Fig. 57.)

The clinch might well be termed "the boxer's friend," for it

always comes to his aid in times of distress. The best mode of

clinching which I have previously described is admirably por-

trayed in illustration No. 57, which shows myself about to release

my hold on my opponent's arms. Observe closely the manner in

which I have drawn my hands along my sparring partner's arms

instead of releasing my grasp v/ith a sudden jump from the

original clinch hold around the waist, which latter action will
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mvariably throw you open to one or more of those objectionable

T)reaJkaway punches. The proper pinning of your opponent's

arms as you withdraw from the clinch will always give you the

**balance of power" In the breakaway, both from offensive and

defensive viewpoints.

HOW TO BLOCK OPPONENT'S LEFT FOR FACE OR
BODY AFTER HE SECURES CHANCERY

HOLD WITH RIGHT.

(See Fig. 58.)

When a boxer shoots either right or left hand arouna an op-

ponent's neck and draws his—the opponent's—head toward him-

self to deliver a blow to either the face or body, he is skid to

have secured a ''chancery hold," or to have placed his antagon-

ist's head "in chancery." A leading dictionary gives a good

description of a chancery hold in defining the term as follows

:

"A boxing expression used when the head is caught and se-

curely held vn6.<cr the hand or arm of an opponent," and no less

a personage than the eminent litterateur, Dr. Oliver Wendell

Holmes, referred to this phase of sparring when he wrote:

\ "When I can perform my mile in eight minutes or a little

less, then I feel as if I had Old Time's head in chancery."

Although history does not relate that the great poet and essay-

ist was especially active in athletic pursuits, the foregoing quota-

tion shows that he had more than a superficial knowledge of one

of the manliest arts ever invented for the amusement and physi-

cal betterment of mankind.

The obtaining of a chancery hold is rather a dangerous pro-

ceeding and a man should exercise due caution, for in many
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instances he will leave an opening for severe punishment. When

you place your opponent's head in chancery with your right draw

your stomach well in, throwing your shoulders forward, and

send in your left to either his face or body. When your com-

batant gets such a hold on 3'ou, draw your stomach in again

and guard with both hands if you cannot readily reach him

with either. Hold your right extended somewhat, with the

palm opened, protecting your body, and keep the left near your

chin. Sometimes you can rid yourself of ""his hold by ducking

your head sharply forward.

DELIVERING RIGHT TO BODY FROM INSIDE A
CHANCERY HOLD BY OPPONENT'S LEFT.

(See Fig. 59.)

Oftentimes an opponent will secure a chancery hold after you

have stepped inside a swing. As his hand strikes the back of

your neck after you avoid his swing, and he tries to pull you

toward himself with it to deliver his right, shoot your right

stiffly to his heart. Hold your left with the palm opened as a

guard from his right for your face and" body.

DUCKING A LEFT LEAD, PINNING OPPONENT'S
RIGHT TO BODY WITH LEFT FOREARM AGAINST
YOUR HEAD AND SENDING RIGHT TO BODY.

(See Fig. 60.)

Infighting is a term applied to boxing when the contestants

are so close to each other as to prevent the delivery of straight

arm blows. As is the case in chancery operations, both men
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must be very careful to keep as well guarded as possible in in-

fighting. A quick man can play havoc with a slow opponent in

either branch of the game, so learn to think and act rightly on

the spur of the montent, letting no opening go unnoticed when

you can take advantage of it with a fair degree of safety.

During infighting, when your opponent leads his necessarily

short left to your face, you will often be enabled to work a dodge

which I have found to be very effective. As his hand comes at

you, duck forward, allowing it to pass over your right shoulder

and bringing your left forearm directly across and against your

forehead, lunge forward against him, pinning his guarding right

to his body with your combined head and forearm and sending

your right to his body, say, the pit of the stomach or left ribs.

You should be able to carry him off his balance with the force

of your onslaught and follow him up with a spirited attack with

both hands. If he stands firm, however, spring back out of

danger instantly.

DUCKING A SHORT RIGHT SWING WHILE INFIGHT-

ING. PINNING OPPONENT'S LEFT WITH RIGHT
AND COUNTERING WITH LEFT TO BODY.

(See Fig. 6i.)

Short swings for the head are often resorted to in infighting

and when your contestant leads at you in such a manner a blow

with his right, avoid it and counter as follows

Step in and duck snappily under his attacking arm and it

will go harmlessly over your head and shoulders. As you

crouch, send your right to block his left by pinning it to his

body and with the fttU momentum of your advance drive your left
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to the pit of his stomach or left ribs. You can carry your left

well back before landing, thus putting considerably more force

into it than would ordinarily be the case. Should your man be

slow in extricating himself from his dangerous position you can

draw back your left and shoot it into him once or twice again.

FOUL BLOWS.
TACTICS WHICH ALL BOXERS SHOULD AVOID.

(See Figs. 62, 63 and 64.)

There are many blows which come into boxing usage that are

classed under the heading "Foul Blows." It is the unprincipled

practice of various members of the prize ring fraternity to land

one of these punches at such moments when they believe they

can do so without detection on the part of spectators or referee,

or if detected, they think the plea "accident" will exonerate

them from blame. Of course, the fair-minded boxer will seek

to avoid committing these offences and endeavor to get a repu-

tation for what is termed "clean" fighting or sparring.

One of the things I invariably insist on in my classes is clean

work. I will not tolerate a pupil that insists on perfecting him-

self in the art of fouling—for some, indeed, have developed it

to a point where it is unmistakably an art—for the results are

often very serious to the opponent, and aside from the bodily

injury, he is done a great injustice. A man seldom expects a

foul blow and consequently leaves unguarded the part of his

body the hitting of which constitutes an unfair punch, and he

does not keep on the lookout for other manoeuvres equally as

discreditable.

Every one knows that hitting below the belt is a foul and

that practice is probably the most frequently committed blow of
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the class under consideration. It is nothing unusual Ko read of

ring contests where a combatant loses through delivering a blow

too low, and all boxers, amateur and professional alike, should

exercise the greatest care in avoiding the landing of punches in

the abdomen. True, sometimes a man will have his attacking

hand struck down by his opponent in such a manner as to

deflect it from its original direction to a part below the belt,

but cases of this nature are entirely accidental and are not held

against the man on the offensive by referee or witnesses.

UNFAIR USE OF THE ELBOWS.

One common method of fouling is the bringing into play of the

elbows.

Sometimes in missing a blow for the face, say a hook or a jabi

a man will double his arm as he lunges past his opponent and

allow his sharp, bony elbow to strike. Then, again, as in Fig.

62, he will meet an opponent's rush with the forearm bent back,

and with the elbow point projecting to stop his man. You must

be in close range to be met in this way, and when you unex-

pectedly come in against such a defence you can cause you!

contestant to regret his tactics by sending a left lead to his right

ribs, or chopping your left over his right kidneys when he usef

his right elbow, or by shooting your right to his left ribs or heart,

or chopping over his left kidney with your right when he sc

uses his left elbow. You should endeavor to pin or block ic

some way your opponent's free hand with your disengaged fist

Otherwise he will be able to send it across to your face or body

as he holds you off with his elbow. An "elbow fighter" will

generally try to implant his bent arm against your neck or chin

when ke stops an advance in this way.
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There are also times when boxers will use their elbows in

breaking a clinch. When this is done you can counter with chops

to either kidney with either hand as described in the foregoing

paragraph.

FOULING WITH THE SHOULDER.

Another foul blow is the using of the shoulder against the

body of an opponent. In avoiding a lead for the head by ducking,

a man will sometimes lunge forward as shown in Fig. 63, allow-

ing his shoulder to strike on a man's ribs. When your lead is

a straight one for the head with the left, as in the illustration,

and your man drives his shoulder toward you, carry your right

hand and forearm across your body, turning the hand outward

and receiving the blow in the opened palm.

During that proceeding your antagonist will have both hands

free, but his crouching position in this instance will carry

him so low as to render them practically useless for the time

being.

CONCERNING HOLDING.

A foul manoeuvre which several fighters are prone to indulge

in and which not infrequently gives them an advantage over a

man is that of eluding a lead and as it misses its mark securing

the attacking hand and forearm between the elbow and the body.

As the man is held in that position he is practically helpless.

Many a well laid plan of attack has been interrupted by the prac-

tice, and it often tends to make an opponent fear to deliver

certain blows, as he will be in doubt as to whether he will again

be awarded the same treatment.

Naturally you are at close quarters when your combatant

works this trick on you, and you can often get in a short jab
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or hook to some open point before he can bring his free hand

to the proper guarding position. Should he clutch your left

lead for the body between his right elbow or upper arm and his

ribs, send your right to the body or point of his chin, trying to

avoid a block with his left ; should he hold a straight right lead

for the body to his opposite side in the same manner, your left,

of course, will be the leading hand.

Always turn your head away from the side on which he

clutches your lead, for if he is on the alert and knows the game

well he will shoot his uplifted fist across your attacking arm

to your head.

Many a fighter has been disqualified through resorting to the

practice of holding as well as the other fouls I have mentioned,

and so far as amateurs are concerned, they should not attempt

to waste time and energy in dallying with unsanctioned features

of the game. The professional boxer can sometimes afford to

take the chances of fouling, for if he is very rapid in his move-

ments he can "get away" with the trick, but if he persists in the

habit he will lose his reputation in a hurry. Admirers of

fistiana, whether in a fifty dollar box seat at the ringside, or

in the loft of an old barn, like to see fair fighting, and as a gen-

eral rule if they cannot get it they will stay at home and rock

the cradle.

MAINTAIN YOUR RIGHTS.

Always assert your own rights in a bout when you consider

yourself to have been fouled, but do not drop your hands in the

midst of an exchange of blows, for if, in the opinion of the

referee, no offence has been committed, your opponent will thus

be presented with a splendid opportunity to send you t© tk*

floor.
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The question of foul blows has brought about many . disputes

in amateur as well as professional circles. Every one familiar

with the sport remembers what was one of the most notable dis-

cussions of this sort, namely, that which arose over the Fitz-

simmons-Sharkey bout at San Francisco several years ago.

Sharkey was given the decision over the Cornishman through

the referee's believing that Bob hit Sharkey below the belt. The

Sailor dropped to the floor after the blow in question pressing

his hands to his stomach, and while his adherents were positive

that the punch was really a foul one, the backers of Fitzsim-

mons were equally certain that it was a perfectly allowable one.

And so the matter stands to this day, and will stand till the end

of time. Even now, spectators at the historic bout like to fight

the battle over and tell how and why they formed their opinioa

either one way or the othsr.
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HINTS ON TRAINING

The man or youth anxious to become proficient in boxing

should observe certain restrictions in his mode of living and

while he is not required to hold himself so rigidly in line as

do professional boxers he must conform to general regularity

of habits, that is, of course, if he desires to obtain the full worth

of the time and money expended.

To get into good condition requires strength of mind, for man-

kind is ever prone to lapse from uniform habits of living unless

he has someone standing at hand with a rawhide lash to keep

him in the straight and narrow way. But persevere. Stick-to-

it-iveness is developed only by long practice and the time is sure

to come when you will experience no hardship whatever in con-

fining yourself to regularity in eating, sleeping, exercising, etc.

When the victory is finally won you will find yourself possessed

of a strength of will power you never before had and your acts

in after life cannot help but show the effect of it to your ad-

vantage.

In conditioning yourself the two things to which you should

give most of your attention to are fresh air and plenty of exer-

cise. Neither is of value without the other. All the exercise in

the world will avail you nothing if it is carried on in a stuflFy

room with no ventilation, and naturally fresh air alone will

never put strong muscles on your body. Keep out in the open

every moment you can spare.
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DIET AND BREATHING.

Diet and a proper manner of breathing are also of great impor«

tance. Your food should be chosen according to its intrinsic

value as a nourishing element. Don't aim to be a Lucullus if

you wish to be a boxer, for a superabundance of rich foods and

alcohoic drinks will nullify all the beneficial effects of your work

by shortening your wind and making you fat and indolent. The

lazy, slow-moving man might just as well cease to think seriously

of boxing, for he is out of place in its immediate sphere.

Don't drink coffee. The nerves must be steady for boxing

and when under pressure of an active opponent the coffee drinker

will find his legs unsteady, the perspiration pour'"or from him and

his blows Avill lack "steam.**

As to the evils of alcoholic stimulants, I don't think I need

add more to the hundreds of pages that have been written con-

cerning them in their relation to athletics of all kinds. Ale or

stout in moderate quantities at meal time will not harm you, but

will give your system a desirable tone. Beer, however, is very

fattening, and as for whiskey and brandy, they should be far

removed from sparrers in every class. Drink water, milk and

weak tea without milk or sugar. Tobacco is another thing that

should be tabooed. A cigar or two now and then will do no

harm, but cigarettes, through the widespread tendency to inhale

them, have a pernicious effect, to say the least. They will ruin

the soundest wind In a few days. Let them alone under all

circumstances. Don't smoke cigarettes even if you never intend

to indulge in any branch of athletics.

It is very strange, but nevertheless true, that the majority of

people do not know how to breathe. Like all other athletes

the boxer should lay special stress on this vital point Too mucl?
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time and trouble cannot be spent in perfecting yourself in the

correct mode of inhalation and exhalation, A leading New

York physician impressed me very forcibly once when he said

:

"The average man or woman does not know when he is

breathing."

That is true. People go along day after day and never stop

to consider that they are using but half of their breathing

apparatus, a part of their bodies abnormally susceptible to disease

when not in good condition and on which the measure of life

they are to enjoy absolutely depends.

Always take deep inhalations. Force the air down to the

very bottom of your lungs and soon you will acquire the habit

of so doing. Determine that you will know when you are

breathing, regardless of other people who say:

"Well, I manage to get along all right, even if I do use but

the top of ray lungs,"

Those foolish folk will never realize what really good health

is until they change their short-sighted habit.

EXERCISES TO DE^" '-OP THE LUx\GS.

To develop your lungs so lb ' will not easily become out

of breath while boxing, set aside n fifteen to twenty minutes

every morning and evening-just .;.ier rising and immediately

before retiring—for the following exercises

:

Stand erect in the middle of the floor with the most ot your

clothing removed. Hold your arms straight at your sides with

yours hands extended. Then draw them outward from the sides

and upward, perfectly rigid, and draw in your breath gradually

intil the backs of the hands touch over your head, when the lungs

should be absolutely full. Then let your hands drop gradually

to your sides again, exhaling the while. The air in the lungs
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should b« exhausted when the hands reach their original posi*

tion. Repeat this movement a judicious number of times and

vary it by extending the arms straight in front of you, the hands

touching, and lifting them straight over your head, bending

backward at the waist as you do so. The inhaling and exhaling

should be carried on as I before described. Frequently vary the

rapidity of your arm movements and breathing. These exer-

cises can be made more effective by holding light dumb bells

in your hands as you raise them above your head. Your lung

capacity can also be enlarged by standing erect, filling your lungs

and then contracting rigidly the muscles of your hands, arms

and chest and then bending forward and backward from the

waist.

Do not ho._ .n your breath too long while going through

breathing exercises. If you do you will be likely to strain your-

self injuriously, and besides there is no use in retaining vitiated

air in the lungs longer than necessary. The blood depends for

oxygen entirely on the fresh air brought into the lungs and if

compelled to take in carbonic acid gas only harm can result, as

you may readily observe.

Professional boxers are very abstemious when in training and

when preparing for a contest their daily routine is an interesting

.study in hygiene. Their rules of life at that time arc based on

the teachings of actual experience and are laid down by men

that have made a lifetime study of what is good or bad for

athletes nearing a supreme test of their power. In order thai

every reader of this book may know just what their routine is

and in the hope that they may derive beneficial knowledge from

a description of it I will give a brief outline of the trained

boxer's life preliminary to a championship battle as it has h^m

carried on under my observance.
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HOW THE BOXER TRAINS.

The boxer in training rises about six o'clock in the morning.

He then goes through his breathing exercises and goes out into

the fresh, early morning air for a walk or light run across

country or along a convenient road. He returns about an hour

later and after a bath and a rubdown has breakfast. Bathing

is an important feature and after starting in with moderately

warm water he finishes with a cold shower and a rub with rough

towels. After breakfast he goes out on the road for another

walk, a drive or perhaps a horseback ride, which gives him a

good appetite for dinner at twelve or half-past. He always

rests a bit before eating, never putting food into his stomach

when tired. His dinner consists of lean beef or Iamb or other

wholesome meats in moderation, a bottle of ale or stout and a

dessert of a simple nature, say rice pudding or custard. He
avoids starchy vegetables and pastry and gives preference to

apple sauce, prunes, etc.

At half-past one or two o'clock he begins the hardest work

of the day. He spends time at the wrist machine and the chest

weights, swings light Indian clubs and uses the dumb bells, skips

the rope, wrestles or "roughs it" with a wrestling partner, spars

at the punching bag from three to six three-minute rounds and

boxes a few rounds with his sparring partner. The medicine

ball is also brought into use and he finds admirable exercise in

sparring at an imaginary opponent with dumb bells in his hands.

This was a favorite pastime with Jim Corbett and a fine mode of

developing the ability to do speedy work with the fists. The

chest weights are splendid developers of the chest, shoulder and

back muscles and in connection with the rowing attachment

l?uch as is used on the vSpalding machine, form one of the best
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training machines 1 have ever seen. The rowing movement

gives a highly desirable strength to the back, waist and thighs

and at the same time promotes rather than retards suppleness.

The boxer retires about nine o'clock, after a quiet evening

which is spent in reading the newspapers and in writing letters

or talking. He must have eight hours sleep at least to keep him

in the best shape and nothing is allowed to interrupt him when

once he is in bed.

As the time for the bout approaches, the training is increased

in severity until a few days before the great event, when nothing

but the lightest kind of work is done. Strong efforts are made

of course to prevent the man from "going stale," and it is for

this reason that the boxer's work is of so varied a nature. His

mind must be kept occupied by thoughts of other things than

himself and the approaching contest. In between his training

intervals he will play base ball, go fishing if a stream is near by,

go to see a play in a nearby theater and do a score of other di-

verting things.

There is a great difference between modern and old-time train-

ing methods. " The fighters of former days, especially when fights

were frequently held in the open and bare hands used, had primi-

tive modes or preparation which are now relegated to a back

scat. Training then was intended to fit a man for long contests,

from fifty to a hundred rounds and knockouts were unheard of,

the men being literally worn to the ground by terrible punish-

ment. Now the boxers are prepared to be speedy and accurate

\n the delivery of blows to the points where they will be most

effective in the quickest time. In place of the old-time slugger

we have the agile, eye pleasing, scientific boxer, and that it is a

change for the better no impartial critic will deny.



Fig. 49.

PULLING DOWN AN OPPONENT'S GUARDING HAND TO MAKE AN
OPENING.



Fig. 50.

DUCKING YOUR HEAD UNDER A LEFT CHOP TO THE FACE AND
TAINING A POSITION TO SEND EITHER HAND TO THE BODY.

OB-



Fig. 51.
-*

DRAWING AWAY FROM A LEFT SWING TO THE BODY AND COUNTERING

":^ITH A LEFT HOOK TO THE JAW.



Fig. 52.

STEPPING INSIDE OF A STB.IOHT LEPT TO THE HEAD AND COCNTEB-INO WITH A STRAIGHT RIGHT TO THE JAW.



I
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Fig. 53.

THE SIDE STEP.



Fig. 54.

THE SAFETY BLOCK.



Fip. 55.

MISSIXG INTENTIONALLY A HOOK TO THE JAW AND STANDING READY
MISSING I^^TENTION^^

^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^



Fig. 56.

r..LIVEn,N-C
. B.CK HAND BLOW TO FACE AFTER MISSING INIEN.TIONALLY A nOOK TO TTTR .TAW.



Fig. 57.

PINNTNO VOFR OPPONENT'S RANDS AS TOD DRAT/ OUT OF A CLINCH.



Fig. 58.

HOW TO BLOCK AN OPPONENT'S LEFT FOR FACE OR BODY AFTER HEJSECURES A CHANCERY HOLD WITH HIS RIGHT.



Fig. 59.

O.UVER.NG ::onB EIGHT TO OPPON™rS BO^^ PKOM INS.D. .

CHANCERY HOLD BY HIS LEFT.



Fig. 60.

J



Fig. 61.

DUCKING A SHORT RIGHT SWING WHILE INFIGHTING, TINNING
OPPONENT'S LEFT WITH RIGHT AND COUNTERING

WITH YODE LEFT TO HIS B()D\



Fig. 62.

FOUL BLOWS (a). UNFAIR USE OF THE ELBOW AND FOR WHICH
MAN MAY BE DISQUALIFIED.



Fig. 63.

FODI. BT.OWS (b). FOULING WITH THE SHOULDER,



FOUL fiL«^WS

Fig. 64.

(c). HOLDING AN ATTACKING HAND BETWEEN ELBOW
AND BODY.
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THE WAY TO HIT

HOW THE OLD-TIME CLEVER MEN DID IT.

Chatting with a well known boxer a week or two ago on the

subject of the best way to hold the fist when hitting, I was sur-

prised at learning that he always used his hands with the palms

turned in. Small wonder knuckles are often knocked askew if

there are many others who use their weapons in the same way.

Clever men of the past, especially Peter Jackson, struck with the

palm of the hand either up or down, and almost invariably hit

with the back knuckles. The good judgment of this method was

proved, in Jackson's case, by the fact that, despite his years of

fighting and the resultant wear and tear of his armament, he

went to his grave with every kuckle as sound as a bell. During

an interview with a San Francisco newspaper man, George

Green, a boxing instructor today, and a skilful exponent of the

game of the ring when clever men were plentiful, had something

like the following to say regarding hitting. Green, I might

remark parenthetically, was such a master at his business that

they dubbed him Young Corbett—a distinct compliment, because

Jim Corbett then filled the American public eye as a remarkable

demonstrator of the science of pugilism.

"We're going back," declared Green; "we don't even know

how to hit. Go to a boxing show and you will see boys attempt-

ing to box with palms held upward.

"Most of those boys have been tought to box that way. Look

at the pictures of the old-time champions, and invariably you

will find that they likewise held their fists palms upward. That

was considered the proper way to box in their day.

"How in the world a man expected to put his full force into a

blow delivered to the head of another when his fist was in an

unnatural position I cannot understand.
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"My idea is to do things in the natural way. If you pick an

object off a table you do it with palm down. And if you want to

throw a ball as hard as you can, you certaixily do not use the

underhand delivery.

"Look," said Green, and as he spoke he placed his doubled fist

on a friend's jaw with the palm of the hand upward. "Now
see if you can hit me on the face."

Plunk! The friend landed.

"Now, don't imagine you are getting away with anything," said

Green. "I wanted to show you how easy it was."

Then Green turned his hand with palm downward. "Now hit

me," he ordered.

Again the friend slammed away. But this time he didn't land.

Green's elbow and forearm blocked the way.

"That's the difference between the old way and the new," he

declared. "When you hit at the face with the palm upward your

own jaw is unprotected. Turn the palm down and you can put

the full force into your blow, and at the same time establish a

guard that the other fellow cannot break through unless he beats

you to the punch."

"Boxing, you understand," continued Green, "is a compara-

tively new art. The champions of the bare knuckle days were

sluggers and not boxers. We have yet a lot to learn as to the

liner points. The history of real American boxing extends only

to the time when Jim Corbett defeated John L. Sullivan at New
Orleans in 1892. That was the first championship of Am.erica

contest under Marquis of Queensberry rules.

"Therefore it is not surprising that we still have a lot of the

old fellows teaching boxing under methods that are not prac-

ticable in the modern game.

"These men were taught that the proper way to hold your

hands was with palms upward. And few men can forget what
they learned in their younger days.

"The proper way to hit is the way Jim Corbett did. We must
give Corbett credit for a lot of things in connection with scien-

tific boxing. Corbett received his first instruction from Walter
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Watson at the Olympc Club, San Francisco, and not from De
Witt Van Court, as has been stated so often.

"But Watson had only the fundamental principles of boxing.

He was an Englishman of the Jem Mace school.

"He gave Corbett the idea as to feinting and general footwork.

Corbett improved on the idea, and within a very short time

knew more than his teacher. Then when Watson retired as

instructor of the Olympic Club, and went into business, his place

was taken by Corbett.

"That marked the beginning of the new style of boxing. Cor-

bett was its master. He dropped the hitting with palm upward,

and taught his pupils, of whom I was one, to hit with the palm

down."

—

Sydney (Australia) Referee.
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RULES FOR BOXING

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION RULES

Section i. In all boxing competitions the ring shall not be

less than i6 feet nor more than 24 feet square, and shall be

formed of posts and ropes, the latter extending in triple lines

2, 3 and 4 feet from the floor of the ring. The floor of the ring

shall extend beyond the lower rope for a distance of not less

than 2 feet. Posts must be properly padded and padding on floor

shall be not less than 14 inch in thickness.

Sec. 2. Competitors must box in regulation athletic trunks

reaching to the knee, in shoes without spikes, or in socks, and

use boxing gloves not less than five ounces in weight.*

Sec. 3. Classes to be: 108 lbs. and under; 115 lbs. and under;

125 lbs. and under; 135 lbs. and under; 145 lbs. and under; 158

lbs. and under; 175 lbs. and under; and over 175 lbs.

Sec. 4. An athlete who fails to compete after entering an

event shall be required to furnish a satisfactory excuse for such

failure or render himself liable to censure or suspension by the

local Registration Committee. Any athlete who weighs in and

then fails to compete without an excuse satisfactory to the

Registration Comm.ittee shall be suspended for a period of six

months. Competitors shall weigh in within three hours of a

contest. Weighing in shall cease in each class when the draw-

ing for bouts in that class commences. Competitors shall sign

their names to a weighing list upon weighing in and whenever

demanded by the Referee.

Sec. 5. The Boxing Committee of each Association of the

Amateur Athletic Union shall prepare an official list of compe-

tent boxing officials to serve as Referees, Judges, Weighers,

Timers, Announcers, and Clerks of Boxing, All tournaments

insist be conducted by officials selected from this official list.

*New Jersey State law calls for srloves weisrhin? eiarht ounces.
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Sec. 6. In all competitions the number of rounds to be con-

tested shall be three. The duration of rounds shall be limited

to three minutes each. The interval between each round shall be

one minute. The Referee may order one additional round as

provided in Section 10,

Sec. 7. A competitor failing to immediately respond to the call

of "Time" at the beginning of any round shall be disqualified

by the Referee and the bout awarded to his opponent.

Sec. 8. Immediately before the contest competitors who have

weighed in shall draw numbers to determine the bouts they take

part in. The contest to be as follows : Have the first prelim-

inary round to reduce the number of competitors, to 2, 4, 8, 16,

and so on. (Thus if there are three competitors, have one pre-

liminary bout to reduce to two; if five, have one bout to reduce

to four; if six, have two bouts to reduce to four; if seven, have

three bouts to reduce to four; if nine, have one bout to reduce to

eight; if ten, have two bouts to reduce to eight; if eleven, have

three bouts to reduce to eight, and so on.) In all drawings where

numbers i, 2, 3, 4 and so on are drawn, number i competes with

number 2, 3 with 4, and so on. When the class is brought to a

multiple of 2, 4, .8 or 16, the contest proceeds regularly to the

final bout. The winner of the final bout receives first prilze and

the loser receives second prize.

Sec. 9. Each competitor shall be entitled to the assistance of

two seconds only, and no advice or coaching shall be given to

any competitor by either of his seconds, or by any other person

during the progress of any round. For a violation of this section

the Referee may disqualify the competitor who is so advised or

coached.

Sec. 10. The manner of judging shall be as follows: There

shall be two Judges, stationed on opposite sides of the ring and

a Referee in the ring. At the end of the bout each Judge shall

write the name of the competitor who in his opinion has won and

shall hand same to the Announcer. In case the Judges agree the

name of the winner is announced, but in case the Judges disagree

the announcer shall so inform the Referee, who shall thereupon
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himself decide. If the Referee is in doubt he can order a further

round h'mited to two minutes. If the Judges then fail to agree

the Referee must decide in favor of one of the contestants.

Sec. II. The Referee shall have power to caution or disqualify

3 competitor for any infringement of rules, and to end the round

in the event of either man being knocked down. The Referee,

however, shall not count over a competitor who has been

knocked down. If such knockdown in his opinion shall inca-

pacitate the competitor from continuing, the Referee must stop

the bout and announce the winner.

Sec. 12. The decision of the Judges or the Referee, as the case

may be, shall be linal.

Sec. 13. In all competitions the decision shall be made in favor

of the competitor who displays the best style and obtains the

greatest number of points. The points shall be: For attack:

direct clean hits with the knuckles of either hand, on any part

of the front or sides of the head or body above the belt. For

defense: guarding, slipping, ducking, counter-hitting or getting

away. Where points are otherwise equal, consideration to be

given to the man who does the most leading off.

Sec. 14. The Referee may disqualify a competitor who is

boxing unfairly, by kicking, gouging, or hitting with the open

glove, hitting with the inside or butt of the hand, the wrist or

elbow, hitting or catching hold below the waist, hitting when
down (one knee and one hand or both knees on the floor),

striking an opponent on the back of the neck or on the spine or

over the kidneys, holding with one hand and striking, butting

with the head or shoulder, hitting in the clinches, wrestling or

roughing at the ropes, using offensive and scurrilous language,

or not obeying the orders of the Referee.

Sec. 15. Any athlete who competes in a boxing contest of

longer duration than provided for in these rules shall be sus-

pended for such period as the Registration Committee shall

decide.

Sec. 16.—Nothing shall be used for the protection of the

hands and wrists other than soft cotton bandages of not more
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than three thicknesses and not more than two layers of tape

back of the knuckles; hard bandages or substances of any kind

being prohibited. Bandages are subject to approval of the

Referee.

Sec. 17. In the event of any questions arising not provided

for in these rules, the Referee shall have full power to decide

such questions and also to interpret the rules.

NEW YORK STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION RULES

1. The boxing ring shall be constructed in a manner satisfac-

tory to the Commission and shall not be less than sixteen feet

nor more than twenty-four feet square.

2. The scale of weights shall be:
Pounds

Paperweight 108

Bantamweight 115

Featherweight 123

Lightweight I33

Welterweight I44

Middleweight 158

Commission i75

Heavy all over

- When boxers agree in their articles to make weight for a

contest, the weight agreed upon must be at least six hours before

ring time. All contestants must weigh in just before entering

the ring, in the presence of the official inspector, regardless of

private agreement or previous weighing.

3. The chief official of the boxing match or exhibition shall

be the licensed referee, who must have a card from the Commis-

sion indentifying him as such, and no club shall employ or permit

anyone to act excepting such officially licensed referees.

. 4. No decision shall be rendered by the referee. A decision

may be given in amateur tournaments pursuant to the authority

and jurisdiction of the Amateur Athletic Union.
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State of New York for not less than five years. The physician

shall certify in writing, over his signature, as to contestant's

physical condition to engage in such contest. And said physician

shall be in attendance during contest, prepared to deal with any

emergency which may arise. Said physician shall file said report

of examination with the Commission within a period of twenty-

four hours after the contest. Blank forms of physcian's reports

may be had at the Commission's office, and all questions must be

answered in full.

16. If a main match or exhibition is stopped by the referee,

or by a member of the State Athletic Commission, or the Sec-

retary of the Commission, for an infraction of the rules of the

Commission or for a violation of the provisins of Chapter 779

of the Laws of 191 1, or the amendments thereto, the club shall

hold all box office receipts of said match or exhibition for i

period of forty-eight hours, pending the decision of the Com-

mission.

17. No boxer shall be permitted to contest against an opponent

ten pounds heavier than himself in the lightweight class or under

said class.

18. Contests between negroes and white persons, otherwise

known as mixed bouts, are strictly prohibited.

19. Introductions from the ring are limited to three indi-

viduals other than the contestants and referee.

20. Where boxers are working on a guarantee, the State

Athletic Commission must be assured beyond a doubt as to the

responsibility of the guarantor, otherwise the Commission will

demand that the full amount of the guarantee be posted as

directed by the Commission, not later than 2 p. m., on the day

preceding the contest. If the contest be on Monday, the guar-

antee must be posted at 11 a. m. on the Saturday preceding.

Either contestant or the club must immediately notify the Com-

mission, when, by any reason, a show or contest is declared off.

Unless the Commission be so notified before 2 p. m., on the day

preceding the contest, suspension for at least thirty days will

follow for the club or the party at fault. Any boxer causing a
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cancellation, must first fulfill his obligation to that club, or obtain

a release from the club, before he will be permitted to box
elsewhere.

Not more than forty (40) rounds of boxing shall be sched-

uled at any one show, and every show must contain three four

round bouts and one six round bout, except shows held under the

auspices of the Amateur Athletic Union. No bout may be started

after 11:15 p. m.

MARQUIS OF QUEENSBERRY RULES

Rule i—To be a fair stand-up boxing match in a 24-foot ring,

or as near that as practicable.

Rule 2—No wrestling or hugging allowed.

Rule 3—The rounds to be of three minutes' duration, and one

minute time between rounds.

Rule 4—If either man fall, through weakness or otherwise,

he must get up unassisted, ten seconds to be allowed him to do

so, the other man meanwhile to return to his corner, and when
the fallen man is on his legs the round is to be resumed and con-

tinued until the three minutes have expired. If one man fails

to come to the scratch in the ten seconds allowed, it shall be in

the power of the referee to give his award in favor of the other

man.

Rule 5—A man hanging on the ropes in a helpless state, with

his toes off the ground, shall be considered down.

Rule 6—No seconds or any other person to be allowed in the

ring during the rounds.

Rule 7—Should the contest be stopped by any unavoidable

interference, the referee to name time and place, as soon as pos-

sible, for finishing the contest; so that the match must be won
and lost, unless the backers of both men agree to draw the stakes.

Rule 8—The gloves to be fair-sized boxing gloves of the best

quality and new.

Rule 9—Should a glove burst, or come off, it must be replaced

to the referee's satisfaction.
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Rule io—A man on one knee is considered down, and if

struck is entitled to the stakes.

Rule 11—No shoes or boots with springs allowed.

Rule 12—Contest in all other respects to be governed by re-

vised rules of London Prize Ring.

"POLICE GAZETTE" REVISED QUEENSBERRY RULES

Rule i—The weights for all pugilists who contend in glove

contests, according to the "Police Gazette" boxing rules, shall

be as follows:—For heavyweights, over 158 lbs.; middle, under

158 lbs. and over 140 lbs.; light, under 140 lbs.

Rtjlk 2—All contests to be decided in a twenty-four foot ring,

which must be erected on the ground or stage.

Rule 3~No wrestling or hugging allowed. The rounds to be

oi three minutes* duration and one minute time.

Rule 4-Each contestant shall select an umpire, and they shall

appoint a referee.

Rule 5—In all contests two time-keepers shall be appomted.

and the referee, under no circumstances, shall keep time.

Rule 6—During the contest, if either man fall, through weak-

ness or otherwise, he must get up unassisted, ten seconds bemg

allowed him to do so, the other man meanwhile to retire to his

corner; and when the fallen man is on his legs the round is to

be resumed and continued until the three minutes have, expired

;

and if one man fails to come to the scratch in the ten seconds

allowed, it shall be in the power of the referee to give his award

in favor of the other man.

Rule 7-A contestant hanging on the ropes in a helpless state,

with his toes off the ground, shall be
^^^^^^^f

^^.^^^^^ . ^^,

seconds, or any other person but the referee to be allowed m the

"""liiLE ^Should the contest be stopped by any
""^^f.^;^ .^"T

terference, the referee, if appointed, or else the ^ta^^^^^^^^^^^

shall name the next time and place for fimshing the cont st as

soon as possible, so that the match must be either won or lost.
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Rule 9—When either pugilist is knocked down within the

allotted three minutes, he shall be allowed ten seconds to get

on his feet again unassisted, except when this occurs in the last

ten seconds.

Rule 10—One minute's rest shall be allowed between each

round; and no wrestling, roughing or struggling on the ropes

shall be permitted.

Rule ii—The gloves to be fair-sized boxing gloves, of the

best quality and new. Should a glove burst or come off, it must

be replaced to the referee's satisfaction. A man on one knee

is considered down, and if struck, is entitled to t^ <?takes. No
shoes or boots with spikes allowed.

Rule 12—In all matches the stakes not to be .en up until

won or lost by a fight. That if a man leaves the ng, either to

escape punishment or for any other purpose, without the per-

mission of the referee, unless he is involuntarily foiced out, shall

forfeit the battle.

Rule 13—That any pugilist voluntarily quitting the ring, pre-

vious to the deliberate judgment of the referee being obtained,

shall be deemed to have lost the fight.

Rule 14—That the seconds shall not interfere, advise or direct

the adversary of their principal, and shall refrain from all of-

fensive and irritating expressions, in all respects conducting

themselves with order and decorum, and confine themselves to

the diligent and careful discharge of their duties to their

principals.

Rule 15—If either man shall wilfully throw himself down
without receiving a blow, whether blows shall have been pre-

viously exchanged or not, he shall be deemed to have lost the

battle; but that this rule shall not apply to a man who, in a

close, slips down from the gjasp of an opponent to avoid punish-

men or from obvious accident or weakness. The battle-money

shall remain in the hands of the stakeholder until fairly won or

lost by a fight, unless a draw be mutually agreed upon, or in case

of a postponement one of the principals shall be .ibsent, when the

man in the ring shall be awarded the stakes.
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RuLK i(>- .u contest in which contestants agree to box ^our,

six or a stii uJated number of rounds, the referee shall have full

power to order the men to continue, if it has not been decided

during the four, six or number of rounds stipulated by one or

the other of the pugilists stopping, losing by a foul or being

beaten.

LONDON PRIZE RING RULES

Rule i—The ring shall be made on turf, and shall be four-

and-twenty feet square, formed of eight stakes and ropes, the

latter extending in double lines, the uppermost hue being four

feet from the ground, and the lower two feet from the ground.

In the center of the ring a mark be formed, to be termed a

scratch.

Rule a—Each man shall be attended to the ring by two sec-

onds and a bottle-holder. The combatants, on shaking hands,

shall retire until the seconds of each have tossed for choice of

position, which adjusted, the winner shall choose his corner

according to the state of the wind or sun, and conduct his man

thereto; the loser taking the opposite diagonal corner.

Rule 3—Each man shall be provided with a handkerchief of

a color suitable to his own fancy, and the seconds shall entwine

these handkerchiefs at the upper end of one of the centre stakes.

These handkerchiefs shall be called "Colors," and the winner

of the battle at its conclusion shall be entitled to their possession

as the trophy of victory.

Rule 4—Tbe two umpires shall be chosen by the seconds or

backers to watch the progress of the battle, and take exception

to any breach of the rules hereinafter stated. A referee shall

be chosen by the umpires, unless otherwise agreed on, to whom

all disputes shall be referred; and the decision of this referee,

whatever it may be, shall be final and strictly binding on all

parties, whether as to the matter in dispute or the issue of the

battle. The referee shall be provided with a watch for the

purpose of calling time; tbe call of that referee only to be at-

tended to, and no other person whatever shall interfere in calling
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time. The referee shall withhold all opinion till appealed by the

umpires, and the umpires strictly abide by his decision without

dispute.

Rule 5—On the men being stripped it shall be the duty of

the seconds to examine their drawers, and if any objection arises

as to insertion of improper substances therein, they shall appeal

to their umpires, who, with the concurrence of the referee, shall

direct what alterations shall be made.

Rule 6—The spikes in the fighting boots shall be confined to

three in number, which shall not exceed three-eighths of an

inch from the sole of the boot, and shall not be less than one-

eighth of an inch broad at the point; two to be placed in the

broadest part of the sole and one in the heel; and in the event

of a man wearing any other spikes, either in toes or elsewhere,

he shall be compelled either to remove them or provide other

boots properly spiked, the penalty for refusal to be a loss of the

stakes.

Rule 7—Both men being ready, each shall be conducted to that

side of the scratch next his corner previously chosen ; and the

second on the one side and the men on the other, having shaken

hands the former shall immediately leave the ring, and there

remain until the round be finished, on no pretence whatever

approaching their principals during the round, without permis-

sion from the referee. The penalty to be the loss of the battle

to the offending parties.

Rule 8—At the conclusion of the round when one or both of

the men shall be down, the second shall step into the ring and

carry or conduct their principal to his corner, there affording

him the necessary assistance, and no person whatever be per-

mitted to interfere in his duty.

Rule 9—On the expiration of thirty seconds the referee ap-

pointed shall cry "Time," upon which each man shall rise from

the knee of his second and walk to. his own side of the scratch

unaided; the seconds immediately leaving the ring. The penalty

for either of them remaining eight seconds after the call of time

to be the loss of the battle to his principal ; and either man
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failing to be at the scratch within eight seconds shall be deemed
to have lost the battle.

Rule 10—On no consideration whatever shall any person ex-

cept the seconds and th© referee be permitted to enter the ring

during the battle, nor till it shall have been concluded; and in

the event of such unfair practice, or the ropes or stakes being

disturbed or removed, it shall be in the power of the referee to

award the victory to that man, who, in his honest opinion, shall

have the best of the contest.

Rule ii—The seconds shall not interfere, advise or direct the

adversary of their principal, and shall refrain from all offensive

and irritating expressions, in all respects conducting themselves

with order and decorum, and confine themselves to the diligent

and careful discharge of their duties to their principals.

Rule 12—In picking up their men, should the second wilfully

injure the antagonist of their principal, the latter shall be deemed

to have forfeited the battle on the decision of the referee.

Rule 13—It shall be a fair "stand-up fight," and if either man
shall wilfully throw himself down without receiving a blow,

zvhether blows shall have been previously exchanged or not,

he shall be deemed to have lost the battle; but this rule shall not

apply to a man who in a close slips down from the grasp of his

opponent to avoid punishment, or from obvious accident or

weakness.

Rule 14—Butting with the head shall be deemed foul, and the

party resorting to this practice shall be deemed to have lost the

battle.

Rule 15—A blow struck when a man is thrown or down shall

be deemed foul. A man with one knee and one hand on the

ground or with both knees on the ground, shall be deemed down

;

and a blow given in either of these positions shall be consid-

ered foul, providing always that, when in such position, the man

so down shall not himself strike, or attempt to strike.

Rule 16—A blow struck below the waistband shall be deemed

foul, and in a close, seizing an antagonist belov/ the waist, by the

thigh, or otherwise, shall be deemed foul.
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Rule 17—All attempts to inflict injury by gouging, or tearing

the flesh with the fingers or nails, and biting shall be deemed

foul.

Rule 18—Kicking, or deliberately falling on an antagonist

vvith the knees or otherwise when down, shall be deemed foul.

Rule 19—All bets shall be paid as the battle money after a

fight is awarded.

Rule 20—The referee and umpires shall take their positions

in front of the centre stake, outside the ropes.

Rule 21—Due notice shall be given by the stakeholder of the

day and place where the battle money is to be given up, and be

exonerated from all responsibility upon obeying the direction of

the referee; all parties be strictly bound by these rules; and in

future, all articles of agreement for a contest be entered into

with a strict and willing adherence to the letter and spirit of

these rules.

Rule '22—In the event of magisterial or other interference, or

in case of darkness coming on, the referee (or stakeholder in

case no referee has been chosen) shall have the power to name

the time and place for the next meeting, if possible on the same

day, or as soon after as may be. In naming the second or third

place the nearest spot shall be selected to the original place of

fighting where there is a chance of its being fought out.

Rule 23—Should the fight not be decided on the day all bets

shall be drawn, unless the fight shall be resumed the same week,

between Sunday and Sunday, in which case the referee's duties

shall continue and the bets shall stand and be decided by the

event The battle money shall remain in the hands of the stake-

holder until fairly won or lost by a fight, unless a draw be mu-

tually agreed upon, or, in case of a postponement, one of the

principals shall be absent, when the man in the ring shall be

awarded the stakes.

Rule 24—Any pugilist voluntarily quitting the ring previous

to the deliberate judgment of the referee being obtained shall be

deemed to have lost the fight.

Rule 25—On an objection being made by the seconds or urn-
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pire the men shall retire to their corners, and there remain until

the decision of the appointed authorities shall be obtained; if

pronounced "foul" the battle shall be at an end, but if "fair,"

"time" shall be called by the party appointed, and the man ab-

sent from the scratch in eight seconds after shall be deemed to

have lost the fight. The decision in all cases to be given promptly

and irrevocably, for which purpose the umpires and the referee

shall be invariably close together.

Rule 26—If a man leaves the ring, either to escape punish-

ment or for any other purpose, w^ithout the permission of

the referee, unless he is involuntarily forced out, shall forfeit

the battle.

Rule 27—The use of hard substances, such as stones or sticks,

or of resin in the hand during the battle shall be deemed foul,

and on the requisition of the seconds of either man, the accused

shall open his hands for the examination of the referee.

Rule 28—Hugging on the ropes shall be deemed foul. A man
held by the neck against the stakes or upon or against the ropes

shall be considered down, and all interference with him in that

position shall be foul. If a man in any way makes use of the

ropes or stakes to aid him in squeezing his adversary he shah

be deemed the loser of the battle, and if a man in a close reaches

the ground with his knees, his adversary shall immediately loose

him or lose the battle.

Rule 29—All glove or room figihts be as nearly as possible m
conformity with foregoing rules.
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SP4LDING BOXING GXDVES
"CHAMPIONSHIP" STYLES

No 118 No. us Nik lie no-ioi.

-V"EXPERT- SPARRING AND FIGHTING STYLES

^o. 118. 8-ounce. HigKest grade made. No.18N. Spalding"Navy Special" Champion-
Set of four gloves,,, ship Glove. Used by champions of the navy.
<> ^ c c 1 'Special "Sea Green" leather; furnished in 8-oz.
Set of four gloves,

^^j^. p^jjej laced wristband; patent palm lac
Set of four gloves, ing,patent palm grip. Set of four gloves.

No. 115.

No. 116.

No. 11. Corbett Pattern. Large 7-oz. model
(Best quality brown leather, substantially
made. Padded wristband; patent palm lacing;

patent palm grip. Set of four gloves,

.

No. 9. 5-ounce Regulation. Special brown
glove leather. Supplied in regular and large
sizes. Padded wristband, special padded
^thumb, patent palm lacing and patent palm
grip. . » « t Set of four gloves,

'^^

No. 218. Spalding "Cjub Special" Gloves^ <

8-ounce "Championship" model, full size. Good,
glove leather. Padded wrist, patent palm lac- .

ing, patent palm grip. Set of four gloves,

.

^

No. 12. Spalding "Member Special" Gloves^.
8-ounce Corbett pattern, good size. Black glove J

leather trimmed with red leather. Padded!
wrist; special padded thumb; patent palm laCr

ing, patent palm grip. Set of four gloves,

.

'
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^S^bKeTHE SPALDING TRADEMARK "^"nK^^QUALITY

SPALDING BOXING GLOVES

No. 110. Pupil's Double Wrist Pad. Large
model. Best grade brown glove leather, addi-

tionally padded on the forearm and over the

wrist to prevent that soreness which is one of

the most discouraging features following a brisk

lesson in the art of "blocking." Made after the

suggestion of one of the most prominent ath-

lectic officials in this country. Patent palm grip

and palm lacing. . Set of four gloves,

No.200. Instructor's 10-ounce. Special thumb
model. Best grade special treated boxing glove

leather, extra heavily padded over the knuckles.

and with special large padded thumb to pre-
vent injury to either instructor or pupil. The
leather in this glove is particularly durable, and:

it does no get hard or ruff up when wet or

subject to severe usage. Used by the instruc-
No. no jq/s in most of the large gymnasiums and »

l>oxmg schools and by many prominent pugilists in training. Lace extra far down for venti-

lation. Patent palm grip Set of four gloves,

No. 100. Same as No. 200, but of brown glove leather Set of four gloves,

All Spalding Boxing Gloves are hair filled. No cotton or carpet flock is used.

STYLES FOR FRIENDLY BOUTS AND PRIVATE USE

No. 14. 5-ounce Regulation. Brown glove
leather. Special padded thumib, wrist and heel;

patent palm lacing and palm grip*. Used by
some of the best organizations for their club
contests Set of four gloves .

No. 15. 8-ounce Corbett Pattern. Special
olive tanned leather; padded wristband; patent
palm lacing: patent palm grip. The proper
glove for friendly bouts and use at home.

Set of four gloves.

No. 19. 7-ounce Corbett Pattern.

color leather. Patent palm lacing.

Set of four gloves.

No. 21. 8-ounce Regular Pattern. Wine
color, with brown palm. Patent palm lacing.

Padded cuffs. . Set of four gloves.

No. 28. 5-ounce Regulation Pattern. Red lea-

ther, oak color palm; special padded thumb;

padded wrist; patent palm lacing. Supplied in

jegular and large sizes. Set of four gloves

PRICKS OF ABOVE QUOTED ON APPT.ICATTON.

Il PROMPT AHENTION GIVEN Til

11 ANY COMMUNICATIONS

'
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SPALDING BOXING GLOVES
MEN'S PRACTICE STYLES

No. 22. Corbett Pattern. Men's practice model.
Brown glove leather, with wine colored leather palm;
padded wrist

; patent palm lacing.

.

,

Set of four gloves, •

No. 23. New Style Turned End Pattern. Wine
colored leather, with brown palm; correctly padded,
and patent palm lacing. Set of four gloves.

No. 23N. Black leather, padded wrist; turned
end pattern. Comfortable and practical. Patent palm
lacing. , Set of four gloves.
No. 24K. Style of No. 23, but slightly larger and
made with khaki palm. . Set of four gloves,

SPALDING
YOUTHS' BOXING GLOVES

Spalding Youths' Boxing Gloves are made in exactly
the same manner and of similar material to the full
size gloves of our manufacture, and are warranted to

give satisfaction.

No. 45. Youths' "Championship" Glove, Corbett
Pattern. Best quality brown glove leather and extra
well finished. Double stitched; patent palm lacing;.
patent palm grip. . ,, . Set of four gloves.
No. 40. Youths' Size, Turned End Pattern. Wine
colored leather, well padded. Patent palm grip;
patent palm lacing. . . Set of four gloves.
No. 25. Youths' Size, Regular Pattern. Soft tanned
leather, patent palm lacing. Set of four gloves.
No. 25K. Style of No. 25, but sUghtly larger and
made with khaki palm. . Set of four gloves,

'

All Spalding Boxing Gloves are hair filled.

No cotton or carpet flock is used.

Spalding

Boxing Helmet

Complete protection for ears, nose
and eyes. Well ventilated.

Each.

FBICES OF ^BOTE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
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SPALDING SINGLE END STRIKING BAGS

No.JJ

•io. JJ. Speciaf training bag. Same as used by Champions both here and abroad, to get into condition for important
contests. Leather is a special selection of brown calfskin, very smooth and particularly durable. . . . E^ch,

^o. G. This is a heavy, durable gymnasium bag. suitable for all around exercise work and the strongest bag made.
The cover is of heavy English grain leather, same as used in our best grade foot balls and basket balls and made in
the same way. It will outlast two or three bags of any other make. With loop top Each,

io. 19. Made of highest quality Patna kid, the lightest and strongest of leather. Sewed with linen thread, double,

stitched and red welted seams. ELspecially suited for exhibition work, and a very fast bag Each,

«Io. 195. Same material as No. 19, but furnished with special light bladder and weighs only 7>^ ounces complete. Tbsl
fastest bag made, but very strong and durable Each,

^

No. 20. Made of finest selected brown
calfskin, with olive welted seams.

A very fast and durable bag for all

around use Elach,

No. 20G. Model of our popular No.

20 bag, but made of black horsehide.

Very durable. . . . E^ch,

No. 18. The "Fitzsimmons Special."

Made of finest selected olive Napa

tanned leather, extra well made,

double stitched, red welted seams

and reinforced throughout. For train-

ing purposes particularly this bag will

be found extremely satisfactory in

every respect.) 9 « « Each,

The BlacMeis used in all our Stril(itte Bags are

fully Euaraateed/

PRICES OF ABOVE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN ID

ANY COMMUNICATIONS

'
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SPALDING DOUBLE END BAGS

No.7. Finest selected olive Napa tanned leather,

workmanship same as "Fitzsimmons" Special

No. 18. Double stitched, red welted seams.

&ctremely durable and lively. >v £ach.

Fine olive tanned leather

cover, double stitched, red

welted seams Extra well made
throughout. . . Each, '

No. 5

No. 5. Regulation size, specially

tanned brown glove leather cover,

red welted seams, double stitched

and substantially made. Each,

Elastic Floor Attachments for all Double End Bags
No. D. Best elastic cord Each.

No. 4'A. Regulation size, wine colored leather, dc

•titched and red welted seams Each,

No, 4. Regulation size, tan colored leather cover,

made throughout, double stitched. . . . Each,

,No. 3. Regulation size, substantial brown leather cover,

reinforced and double stitched seams. <. .. Each.

No. 3 'A- Black leather regulation size, lined throughout.

red welted seams Elach.

No 254. Regulation size, good quality dark olive tanned
leather, lined throughout, red welted seams. . Each.

No. 2. Medium size., good colored aheepskin, lined

throughouL . .......... Each.

PRICES OF ABOVE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
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) Spalding

"Moline" Disk
Combines adjustable

feature of our populeir

Moline Platform with
the practical utility of

the solid disk.

Spalding
"Moline" Platform
Adjustable in height, readily-

attached to any wall, and the
side brackets so arranged
that it touches three rows of
studding. Neat in design
and finish. Supplied with
everything necessary for
attaching to wall, and crated
ready for shipment.

No. 1. Moline Platform.
Each,

Bag is not included in above price.

No. ID.
Moline Ad-
justable Disk,
including No.
5 stylestriking
bag swivel.
Each,
Ba;^ !a not included

la Bbove price.

Spalding Disk Platform
No. PR '"^^^^^ ^^^ ^® P"* "P ^^ ^ very small space and taken down quickly

Patented April 19, 1904 "when not in use by simply detaching the pipe fixture from
the wall plate. The metal disk against which the bag strikes

constitutes one of the best features ever incorporated in an arrangement of this

character, rendering it almost noiseless and very quick in action. Combines an ad-
justable feature, making it possible for various members of family to use same disk.

No. PR. Spalding Disk Platform. Complete, with special bag. . . Each,

No. PR. Spalding Disk Platform. ^ Without hag
Unless otherwise specified on order, bag will be sent WITH platform.

PRICES OF ABOVE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
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I

I

Spalding Striking Bag Disks

A striking bag disk must be substantial if it is to be of |

use, and in the two styles, both adjustable and braced, I

which we list, this feature has not been neglected, while

w^e have striven to put out a disk v/hich is suitable for

home use and moderate in prices.

^^^m

No. FR

No. CR. Patent adjustable style. Complete,
ivithout bag Each,

No. FR. Wall braced style. Complete, ivith-

out hag Each,
No. CR 1

1

Patented I

June 30, 1903 '

/|PTfF\

No. 82F

Spalding Adjustable FloorDisk
This style is w^hat is generally called a
"Floor Disk," because the heavy japan-

ned pipe uprights and the steel guys are

attached to the floor, but this one is

superior to any similar style now on the

market in that it combines w^ith absolute
rigidity the adjustable features so neces-

sary in an article that is for home use,

to make it suitable for various members
of the family. Capable of three adjust-

ments of tw^o inches each or a total of

6 inches. Floor space required: 9 feet

by 6 feet; height, 7 feet. Uprights placed

6 feet apart, allow^ing plenty of foot room.

No. 82F. Spalding Adjustable Floor Disk, without bag or bag
swivel Elach,

PRICES OF ABOVE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
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STANDARD QUALITY
An article tfiat is universally given the appellation "Standard" is thereby conceded to be the Criterion, to which ai«

fompared all other things of a similar nature. For instance, the Gold Dollar of the United States is the Standard unft
of currency, because it must legally contain a specific proportion of pure gold, and the fact of its bemg Genuine i*

guaranleed by the Government Stamp thereon. As a protection to the users of this currency against counterfeiting and
other tricks, considerable money is expended in maintaining a Secret Service Bureau of Experts. Under the law, citizen
manufacturers must depend to a great extent upon Trade-Marks and similar devices to protect themselves against coun*
terfeit products—without the aid of "Government Detectives" or "Public Opinion" to assist them.

Gjnsequently the "Consumer's Protection" against misrepresentation and "inferior quality" rests entirely upon the
integrity and responsibility of the "Manufacturer."

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have, by their rigorous attention to "Quality," for forty years, caused their Trade-Mark to
become known throughout the world as a Guarantee of Quality as dependable' in their field as the U. S. Currency is in its fieli

The necessity of upholding the guarantee of the Spalding Trade-Mark and maintaining the Standard Quality of theit
Athletic Goods, is, therefore, as obvious as is the necessity of the Government in mamtaining a Standard Currency. .

Thus each consumer is not only insuring, himself but also protecting other consumers when he assists a Reliabia
Manufacturer in upholding his Trade-Mark and all that it stands for. Therefore, we urge all users of our Athletic
Goods to assist us in maintaining the Spalding Standard of Excellence, by insisting that our Trade-Mark be plainly
stamped on all athletic goods which they buy, because without this precaution our best efforts towards' maintaining
Standard Quality and preventing fraudulent substitution will be ineffectual.

Manufacturers of Standard Articles invariably suffer the reputation of being high-priced, and this sentiment is fo8tere<l

and emphasized by makers of "inferior goods," with whom low prices are the main consideration.
A manufacturer of recognized Standard Goods, with a reputation to uphold and a guarantee to protect, must neces>

•arily have higher prices than a manufacturer of cheap goods, whose idea of and basis of a claim for Standard Quality
depends principally upon the eloquence of the salesman.
We know from experience that there is no quicksand more

than poverty in quality>-and we avoid this quicksand by Standard 'IQuSity! ^*0^^^<^^^^i^J^^^^^

STANDARD POLICY
~A Standard Quality must be inseparably linked to a Standard Policy.

Without a definite and Standard Mercantile Policy, it is impossible for a Manufacturer to long maintain a Standard Quality.

To market his goods through the jobber, a manufacturer must provide a profit for the jobber °as well as for the retail

dealer. To meet these conditions of Dual Profits, the manufacturer is obliged to set a proportionately high list price on
his goods to the consumer.

To enable the glib salesman, when booking his orders, to figure out attractive profits to both the jobber and retailer,

these^high list prices are absolutely essential; but their real purpose will have been served when the manufacturer has
secured his order from the jobber, and the jobber has secured his order from the retailer.

However, these deceptive high list prices are not fair to the consumer, who does not, and, in reality, is not ever

expected to pay these fancy list prices.

When the season opens for the sale of such goods, with their misleading but alluring high list prices, thejetailei

begins to realize his responsibilities, and grapples with the situation as best he can, by offering "special discounts," which
vary with local trade conditions.

Under this system of merchandising, the profits to both the manufacturer and the jobber are assured-; but as there is

no stability maintained in the prices to the consumer, the keen competition amongst the local dealers invariably leads toa
demoralized cutting of prices by which the profits of the retailer are practically eliminated.

This demoralization always reacts on the manufacturer. The jobber insists on lower, and still lower, prices. The
manufacturer, in his turn, meets this demand for the lowering of prices by the only way open to him. viz.: the cheapening

and degrading of the quality of his product.
The foregoing conditions became so intolerable that.li 7 years ago, in 1899, A. G. Spalding & Bros, determined to rectify

this demoralization in the Athletic Goods Trade, and inaugurated what has since become known as 'The Spalding Policy."

The "Spalding Policy" eliminates the jobber entirely, so far as Spalding Goods are concerned, and the retail dealer

secures the supply of Spalding Athletic Goods direct from the manufacturer by which the retail dealer is assured a fair,

legitimate and certain profit on all Spalding Athletic Goods, and the consumer is assured a Standard Quality and is

protected from imposition.

The "Spalding Policy" is decidedly for the interest and protection of the users of Athletic Goods, and acts in two wayst

I^ST.—The userla aunred of genuine Official Standard Atbleb'c Good*.
SECOND.—A* manufacturer*, we can proceed with confidence in purchasing at the proper time, the -wety be«t raw
materiab required in the manufacture of our various goods, well ahead of their respective seaioiu, and this enables lu to pr*
vide the necessary quantity and alwolutely maintain the Spalding Standard of Quality.

All retail dealers handling Spalding Athletic Goods are requested to supply consumers at our regular printed catalogue

prices—neither more nor less—the same prices that similar goods are sold for in our New York, Chicago and other stores.

All Spalding dealers, as well ka users of Spalding Athletic Goods, exe treated exacdy ahke. and no special rebates or

discriminations are allowed to anyone.
This, briefly, is the "Spalding Policy," which has already been in successful operation for the past 17 yean, and will

M indefinitely continued.
la other word« "The Spalding Policy" i» • "square deaT lor everybody.

A. C. SPALDING ft BROS.



ATHLETIC I/IBRARY
A separate book covers every Athletic Sport

and is Official and Standard
Price 10 cents each

GRAND PRIX

PARIS. 1900ST. LOUIS. 19 04 ^-t^-t\. J^JLI IJN lj PARIS 1900

ATHLETie GOODS
ARE THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD

A.G. Spalding® Bros.
MAINTAIN WHOLESALE end RETAIL STORES /n/Ae FOLLOWING CITIES

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST.LOUIS
BOSTON MILWAUKEE KANSAS CITY
PHILADELPHJA DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
NEWARK CINCINNATI LOS ANGELES
ALBANY CLEVELAND SEATTLE
BUFFALO COLUMBUS SALT LAKE CITY
SYRACUSE INDIANAPOLIS PORTLAND
ROCHESTER PITTSBURGH Ml NNEAPO]

BALTIMORE WASHINGTON
LONDON, ENGLAND
LIVERPOOL. ENGLAND
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
MANCHESTER. ENGLAND
EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND
GLASGOW. SCOTLAND

Factories owned and operated by^j
Trade -Merited Athtetic Goods q

ATLANTA ST. PAUL
LOUISVILLE DENVER

NEW ORLEANS DALLAS
MONTREAL. CANADA

TORONTO. CANADA
PARIS, FRANCE

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
paldirr^ & Bros, and ^here ell of
2de are located in the fnllowina

NEW TORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO CHICOPEE, MASS.
BROOKI«YN BOSTON PHIUkDELPHIA I^NDON, ENG.
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